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1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

INTRODUCTION
In 1995 a class action entitled Thompson v. HUD, No. MJG 95-309, was filed in U.S. District Court for the
District of Maryland against the Housing Authority of Baltimore City (HABC), the City of Baltimore and
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). The plaintiffs alleged that African
American residents of and applicants for public housing and Section 8 vouchers had been discriminated
against based upon their race. Certain parts of the case were settled by the parties through a Partial
Consent Decree approved by the District Court in June 1996. In November 2012, the District Court
approved a final Settlement Agreement. Under the Settlement Agreement, HUD will continue the
successful Baltimore Housing Mobility Program launched under the Thompson Partial Consent Decree,
which has provided Housing Choice Vouchers and high quality housing mobility counseling to assist
families who have voluntarily chosen to move from areas of concentrated poverty in Baltimore City to
opportunity areas (neighborhoods with better schools, lower crime, and more jobs) in Baltimore City
and throughout the Baltimore Region. The Thompson Settlement Agreement makes available up to
2,600 additional Housing Choice Vouchers from 2012 through 2018 (“Thompson Remedial Vouchers”), in
addition to the 1,788 Housing Choice Vouchers already used under the Thompson Partial Consent
Decree to lease apartments or houses as of April 2012 (“Thompson PCD Leased Vouchers”). In addition,
the Settlement Agreement provides for the continuation of the Thompson Homeownership Voucher
Program. All Thompson Remedial, PCD Leased, and Homeownership Vouchers must be used in
opportunity areas throughout the Baltimore metropolitan housing market as identified in the Thompson
Settlement Agreement and set forth below.
This Administrative Plan has been developed to address all aspects of the Baltimore Housing Mobility
Program. All units will be administered as Housing Choice Vouchers and consistent with the Thompson
Settlement Agreement, and included as a part of the Housing Authority of Baltimore City (HABC) Moving
to Work (MTW) demonstration program.
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
Pursuant to the Thompson Settlement Agreement, HABC has contracted with the Baltimore Regional
Housing Partnership, Inc. (BRHP) to serve as the Regional Administrator for all Thompson PCD-Leased
and Remedial Vouchers and to provide mobility counseling and related services in connection with the
use of those vouchers by eligible families. BRHP previously contracted with Metropolitan Baltimore
Quadel (MBQ) for administration of the program. All program-related contracts, such as the Housing
Choice Voucher or Housing Assistance Payments (HAP) contract previously executed in MBQ’s name are
now assigned to BRHP.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS FOR THOMPSON VOUCHERS
The Housing Choice Vouchers provided by HUD for the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program in
accordance with the Thompson Settlement Agreement are subject to HUD regulations and guidance for
its Section 8 programs, except as modified by the requirements of the Thompson Settlement
Agreement, including Section IV.D and IV.F of the Thompson Settlement Agreement. Among the major
relevant requirements of the Thompson Settlement Agreement are the following:
•

All families participating in the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program must use their assistance in
opportunity areas of the Baltimore region, as may be modified pursuant to the terms of the
Thompson Settlement Agreement.
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•
•

•

BRHP will provide mobility-counseling and related services pursuant to the terms of the
Thompson Settlement Agreement, and all families must participate in this mobility counseling
program as a condition of the receipt of a Thompson voucher.
Thompson voucher holders must rent a unit in an opportunity area for a period of two (2) years.
After the two year period expires, the voucher holder may move anywhere in the Metropolitan
Baltimore area or, under HCV Program portability provisions, anywhere in the United States
where a Public Housing Agency (PHA) with jurisdiction, operates a HCV Program. In the second
year, the voucher holder may apply for a hardship exemption based on a change in family
circumstances that necessitates relocation to a non-opportunity area, such as a documented
health condition of a family member or the need of a family member to obtain housing closer to
a place of employment, education or training.
Thompson voucher holders may be denied the ability in their first use of their voucher to lease a
unit in a multifamily rental development with more than 50 units if more that 20 percent of the
units in that development already have families receiving some form of Section 8 assistance.

STATEMENT OF PROGRAM APPROACH AND OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program are to:
• Provide rental housing and homeownership assistance in opportunity areas identified by the
BRHP pursuant to the Thompson Settlement Agreement to those families eligible for the
Program; and
• Provide mobility counseling to eligible families participating in the Baltimore Housing Mobility
Program.
FAIR HOUSING AND NON DISCRIMINATION POLICY
It is the policy of BRHP to administer its programs in compliance with the Fair Housing Act, Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of l973, Title II of the Americans with
Disabilities Act, and the Age Discrimination Act of l975.
In addition, BRHP will affirmatively further Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity in the administration of
programs by fully complying with all Federal, State and local nondiscrimination laws and in accordance
with the rules and regulations governing Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity in housing and
employment practices. BRHP does not discriminate against any applicant or participant because of race,
color, sex, religion, national origin, ancestry, age, familial status, handicap or disability, or sexual
orientation. BRHP will also not apply any criteria or consider any information pertaining to attributes or
behavior that may be imputed by some to a particular group or category. BRHP does not deny any family
the opportunity to apply for housing (when the waiting list is open) or deny any eligible applicant the
opportunity to lease a housing unit that meets program requirements.
BRHP will provide program applicants and participants with information on Federal/State/local laws
regarding housing discrimination and any recourse available, including HUD’s web site at www.hud.gov.
Such information will be made available as part of the program briefing session, and all applicable Fair
Housing and Equal Opportunity information and complaint forms will be made part of the Briefing
Packet. BRHP will provide referrals and information to applicants and participants about local
organizations that provide assistance in filing discrimination complaints.
REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION POLICY
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BRHP’s policies and procedures have been designed to provide assurances that individuals with
disabilities may request reasonable accommodation to fully access and utilize the housing programs and
related services.
To be eligible for a reasonable accommodation, an individual must have a disability which is defined as
follows:
• A physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major life activities
of an individual;
• A record of such impairment; or
• Is regarded as having such an impairment.
Availability of specific accommodations will be included on Baltimore Housing Mobility Program forms,
notices, and letters to families. An applicant or participant with a disability may request a reasonable
accommodation in writing to the attention of BRHP’s Executive Director. Decisions on granting a
reasonable accommodation will be made on a case-by-case basis upon consideration of the nature and
cost of the accommodation requested and the overall financial resources involved in granting the
accommodation. Requests for reasonable accommodation will be verified in accordance with BRHP’s
independent third-party verification policies. To further BRHP’s commitment to Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity, the following steps will also be taken:
•
•
•
•

Organizations that provide assistance to hearing and sight impaired persons will be contacted
and utilized as necessary;
A list of known accessible units will be provided to applicants and participants upon request;
Household members having a disability will be referred to agencies in the community that offer
services to persons with disability;
Information on the Maryland Relay System that provides accessibility to the hearing impaired
will be provided upon request.

In addition, BRHP has designated its Executive Director as its Section 504 Coordinator. The address and
phone number of BRHP’s office is provided on all correspondence and forms including the Program
Briefing Packet, Moving Packet, and Recertification Packet.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY HOUSING AND AFFIRMATIVE MARKETING PLAN
Program Outreach: BRHP will conduct outreach to inform and attract applicants from among eligible
families. Information will be provided on the Tenant Based, Project Based, and Homeownership
components of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program. This outreach includes, but is not limited to,
mailings to eligible families, brochures, and public presentations at public housing developments and
other appropriate locations.
Advertising will be accomplished through newspapers of widespread general circulation and minority
focused media. BRHP may also undertake additional marketing activities in order to market site specific
or special purpose housing, as identified in this Plan.
To ensure that the availability of housing is communicated to individuals with disabilities, BRHP will
contact agencies and organizations that serve individuals with disabilities. If necessary, special mail in
procedures for frail elderly or severely disabled respondents may be employed.
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Outreach to property owners is conducted on an ongoing basis to develop interest in the program and
to increase the number of units available in opportunity areas. BRHP will distribute information about
the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program and the advantages to landlords of participating through a
number of mechanisms, including but not limited to, by mail and at group and one on one meetings.
BRHP maintains a list of interested property owners and units available for the Baltimore Housing
Mobility Program. As inquiries from prospective new property owners are received, staff records the
necessary information about units and makes it available to prospective tenants upon request. BRHP will
encourage local property owners with units specially designed or adapted for persons with disabilities,
and those who may be willing to adapt units, to participate in the programs. Whenever a local property
owner makes a unit available for the program, BRHP shall inquire as to whether the unit is accessible
and the extent of accessibility.
TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENTS
In determining whether it is feasible to translate documents into other languages, BRHP will consider
the following factors:
• Number of applicants and participants in the jurisdiction who need the other language
translation;
• Estimated cost to BRHP for the translation;
• The availability of local organizations to provide the translation services; and
• Availability of bilingual staff to provide the translation.
HOUSING AUTHORITY JURISDICTION
BRHP's jurisdiction for the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program is Metropolitan Baltimore which
includes all localities, cities and/or towns located in:
• Baltimore City
• Anne Arundel County
• Baltimore County
• Carroll County
• Harford County
• Howard County
RECORD MAINTENANCE
Participant files will be maintained for the following time frames:
• Past participants leaving with no balance owed to BRHP: three years.
• Past participants leaving with a balance owed to BRHP: indefinitely until balance is cleared but
not less than three years
UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES
In the event circumstances arise that do not fall under the provisions stated in this Plan, those
circumstances will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis by BRHP’s Executive Director. Appropriate
actions will be taken as warranted and those actions will be documented.
DESCRIPTION OF BALTIMORE REGIONAL HOUISNG MOBILITY PROGRAM
The Baltimore Regional Housing Program includes three components:
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Tenant Based Vouchers: Tenant based vouchers must be used in opportunity areas by eligible
families who have received mobility counseling.
Project Based Vouchers: Project based vouchers must be used in opportunity areas by families
who have received mobility counseling. At least 78 additional project based vouchers will be
created, pursuant to the Thompson Settlement Agreement.
Homeownership Units: BRHP will use second and third mortgages, in addition to Section 8
homeownership vouchers to assist those eligible families who qualify for a mortgage but have
very low or extremely low incomes of no less than the Federal minimum wage multiplied by
2000 hours.. Disabled and elderly applicants are exempt from the minimum income
requirements. The Homeownership component of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program
includes the Direct Purchase program and a Section 8 Direct Purchase program. (See
Homeownership Program Section)
ELIGIBLE TYPES OF HOUSING
Single family dwellings, duplex, triplex, fourplex, row type housing, multi-unit complexes, apartments,
condominiums and town homes (mobile homes and manufactured homes if allowed in the jurisdiction)
are eligible types of housing for the Program. Hotels, motels, nursing homes, college or school
dormitories, other types disallowed by HUD regulations, or a unit occupied by its owner or by a person
with any interest in the dwelling unit, are not eligible types of housing. The exception to this is a
participant in the Homeownership program when the unit is occupied by a renter who is purchasing
under a lease purchase arrangement.
At its discretion, BRHP may allow a family participating in the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program to
use any of the following special housing types in accordance with the regulations of the program: single
room occupancy housing, congregate housing, group home, shared housing, or cooperative housing.
BRHP will follow HUD regulations regarding participants residing in these special housing types.
PAYMENT STANDARDS REVIEW
BRHP, pursuant to HABC’s MTW authority and the Thompson Settlement Agreement, has adopted
payment standards for the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program listed in Attachment A. These payment
standards are based upon the HUD Fair Market Rents (FMR) and range from 90 to 135 percent of the
FMR. Baltimore Housing Mobility Program payment standards are determined at the census tract level
and are based on (1) whether a tract is determined to be an opportunity area, and (2) the ratio of the
census tract’s median gross rent to the Baltimore Metropolitan Statistical Area median gross rent using
the most recent 5-year estimate from the US Census Bureau’s American Community Survey.
Implementation of the recommended payment standards will be subject to funding availability. BRHP
will review the payment standards annually to determine whether, based on the rent ratio, they should
be increased or decreased in particular census tracts.
APPLICATION OF PAYMENT STANDARDS
Effective Date of Payment Standards
BRHP will review payment standards annually including reviewing HUD’s most recently published Fair
Market Rents, and adjust the payment standard schedules on July 1 of each year to coincide with the
start of HABC’s fiscal year and the date of the approved MTW Plan. BRHP will inform all participants
who likely will experience a decrease in their currently applied payment standard in advance of the
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implementation date. The implementation date of the payment standard will be based upon the
following:
New Admissions and Moves: BRHP shall apply the approved payment standard that is in effect
on the date of the new admission or move.
Re-certifications: For payment standard increases, BRHP will begin to apply new payment
standards effective July 1 to recertifications that are effective at least 90 calendar from that
effective date. For payment standard decreases, BRHP will apply new payment standards at the
second regularly scheduled recertification.
The payment standard applied for the family will be the lower of:
• The payment standard based upon the size and composition of the family, or
• The payment standard for the size of the unit rented by the family.
Reasonable Accommodations
The BRHP may approve a higher payment standard, up to 135% of the HUD published FMR, on a case by
case basis, as a reasonable accommodation, for a Program Participant with disabilities.

MINUMUM RENT
The Baltimore Housing Mobility Program will have zero ($0) minimum rent policy.
UTILITY ALLOWANCE SCHEDULE
BRHP will maintain a schedule of utilities in accordance with HUD regulations to be used in the
determination of housing assistance payments to owners. The utility allowance schedule will be
evaluated annually, using utility schedules obtained from other PHAs operating HCV programs within
the jurisdiction of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program. Unless BRHP find the utility allowances of
the local PHA with jurisdiction to be inadequate, BRHP will use the utility allowances adopted by the
local PHA. BRHP will use the lower of:
• The utility allowance based upon the voucher size and composition of the family, or
• The utility size for the size of the unit rented by the family.
BRHP provides utility reimbursement payments in accordance with HUD requirements. At its option,
BRHP reserves the right to issue utility reimbursement payments directly to the utility company or to the
tenant in the form of a check or through electronic fund transfers (i.e. direct deposit, debit style cash
cards, etc.)
LANDLORD INCENTIVES
Subject to funding availability, BRHP may offer landlords an incentive fee based on the size of the unit
placed under contract. Subsequent re-leasing of that unit does not trigger an additional incentive fee.
The decision whether to offer an incentive fee is at the discretion of BRHP.
Unit Size
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
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4+ Bedroom

$550

PRIVACY RIGHTS
At time of application, and any time a change of family status is processed, each participant may be
required to sign a Federal Privacy Act Statement (HUD Form 9886), acknowledging that all family status
information is released to HUD, and that HUD may share this information with other governmental
agencies. Applicants and participants are required to read and sign the Federal Privacy Act Statement
which outlines the conditions under which HUD will release information. Requests for information must
be accompanied by a written Release of Information Request signed by the applicable party in order for
BRHP to release any information involving an applicant or participant, unless disclosure is authorized
under Federal or State law. BRHP may release information requested by court subpoena.
PERFORMANCE MONITORING
BRHP maintains complete and accurate accounts and other records for the program in accordance with
HUD requirements. BRHP has developed monitoring procedures as part of its internal control systems to
monitor program requirements, program actions and performance standards. BRHP conducts periodic
reviews of work products to assure all Housing Choice Voucher actions are processed accurately. BRHP
maintains records, reports and other documentation for the period of time required by HUD that is in
accordance with HUD requirements and records retention policies established in this Plan. In addition,
BRHP files will be maintained in a manner that will allow an auditor, HUD, HABC, or other authorized
party to monitor BRHP’s operations in an objective manner.
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2. ELIGIBILITY AND ADMISSION

PROGRAM ADMISSION
Only eligible applicants on the waiting list maintained for the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program will
be admitted to one of the components of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program.
DEFINITION OF FAMILY
The applicant must qualify as a family. A “family” shall be defined as:
• Two or more persons sharing residency whose income and resources are available to meet the
family’s needs and who are either related by blood, marriage or operation of law, or who
evidence a stable family relationship over a period of not less than one year. Evidence of “stable
family relationship” may include birth certificates of children, joint tax returns, prior lease held
jointly, joint bank accounts, insurance policies, marriage certificates, or equivalent
documentation as determined by BRHP.
• A single, pregnant female is considered a two-person family for purposes of this program.
• A group of persons consisting of two or more elderly persons or disabled persons living
together, or one or more elderly or disabled persons living with one or more live in aides.
• An elderly family. A family whose head, spouse, or sole member is a person who is 62 years of
age or older. It may include two or more persons living together, and one or more such persons
living with one or more persons, including live-in aides, determined to be essential to the care
and well-being of the elderly person or persons. An elderly family may include elderly persons
with disabilities and other family members who are not elderly.
• A single person who lives alone or intends to live alone, and who is not elderly, disabled, or the
remaining member of a tenant family.
• A disabled family. A family whose head, spouse, or sole member is a person with disabilities.
May include two or more persons with disabilities living together, or one or more such persons
living with one or more live in aides determined to be essential to the care and well-being of the
person or persons with disabilities. A disabled family may include persons with disabilities who
are elderly.
Joint Custody Agreements. For the purposes of this program, children who are subject to a joint custody
agreement and live in the unit at least 51 percent of the time will be considered family members (“51
percent of the time” is defined as 183 days of the year, which do not have to run consecutively). In a
joint custody arrangement, if the minor is residing in the assisted dwelling fewer than 183 days per year,
the minor will be considered an eligible visitor, not a family member, and not on the lease.
Foster Care. For purposes of this program, a child who is temporarily away from home because of
placement in Foster Care is considered a member of the family if the child is considered temporarily
absent from the home by the foster care agency.
Displaced from HABC Public Housing/Continuously Assisted. For the purposes of this program,
displaced former HABC public housing residents, and current residents, including residents of other
Thompson related programs, as well as any residents of HUD-assisted or LIHTC properties are
considered continuously assisted in the program. These applicants may be admitted to the program if
their income is less than 80 percent of the area median.
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When multiple families (two families living together) apply as a family unit, they are considered one
“family” for purposes of this program.
Full-time Students. For purposes of this program, a full-time student is a person who is attending school
or vocational training on a full-time basis. The time commitment or subject load that is needed to be
full-time is defined by the educational institution.
Person with Disabilities. For purposes of determining eligibility for this program a person with
disabilities is defined as a person who:
• Has a disability as defined in Section 223 of the Social Security Act; or
• Has a physical, mental or emotional impairment that:
o Is expected to be of long continued and indefinite duration;
o Substantially impedes his/her ability to live independently; and
o Is of such a nature that such disability could be improved by more suitable housing
conditions; or
• Has a developmental disability as defined in Section 102 (5) (b) of the Developmental Disabilities
Assistance and Bill of Rights Act.
No applicant shall be considered a person with disabilities for the purpose of program eligibility solely
on the basis of any drug or alcohol dependence.
Individual with Disabilities. The Section 504 and Fair Housing definition of individual with disabilities is a
civil rights definition and is used to determine whether an applicant or participant is entitled to a
reasonable accommodation.
Live-in Aide: A person who resides with one or more elderly persons, or near elderly persons, or persons
with disabilities, and who:
• Is determined by BRHP to be essential to the care and wellbeing of the person(s); and
• Is not obligated for the support of the person(s); and
• Would not be living in the unit except to provide necessary supportive services.
A live-in aide may include more than one person. Neither a live-in aide nor the live-in aide’s family will
be considered a remaining member of the tenant family. A live-in aide may only reside in the unit with
the approval of BRHP. Written verification is required from a doctor, social worker, caseworker, etc. The
verification must certify that the live-in aide is needed for the care of the person and must specifically
state what the care is needed for. Verification must include the hours the care will be provided. The
landlord must provide written approval of the live-in aide residing in the unit. The live-in aide is added to
the lease and contract, and noted as a live-in aide.
At any time, BRHP may refuse to approve a particular person as a live in aide, or may withdraw approval
if:
• The person commits fraud, bribery, or any other corrupt or criminal act in connection with any
Federal housing program; or
• The person commits drug related or violent criminal activity; or
• The person currently owes rent or other amounts to BRHP or another PHA in connection with
subsidized housing assistance; or
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•
•

The person is subject to a lifetime registration requirement under a state sex offender
registration program.
Any other reason allowed under HUD regulations.

DEFINITION OF INCOME
Annual income means all amounts, monetary or not, which:
• Go to, or on behalf of, the family head or spouse (even if temporarily absent) or to any other
family member; or
• Are anticipated to be received from a source outside the family during the 12-month period
following admission or annual recertification effective date; and
• Are not specifically excluded as mentioned below.
Annual income includes, but is not limited to:
1. The full amount, before any payroll deductions, of wages and salaries, overtime pay,
commissions, fees, tips and bonuses, and other compensation for personal services;
2. The net income from operation of a business or profession. Expenditures for business
expansion or amortization of capital indebtedness shall not be used as deductions in
determining net income. An allowance for depreciation of assets used in a business or
profession may be deducted, based on straight line depreciation, as provided in Internal
Revenue Service regulations. Any withdrawal of cash or assets from the operation of a business
or profession will be included in income, except to the extent the withdrawal is reimbursement
of cash or assets invested in the operation by the family;
3. Interest, dividends, and other net income of real or personal property worth a net value equal to
or in excess of $50,000. Expenditures for amortization of capital indebtedness shall not be used
as deductions in determining net income. Any withdrawal of cash or assets from an
investment valued at least $50,000 will be included in income, except to the extent the
withdrawal is reimbursement of cash or assets invested by the family. Where the family has net
family assets in excess of $50,000, annual income shall include the greater of the actual income
derived from those assets or a percentage of the value of such assets based on the current
passbook savings rate, as determined by HUD;
4. The full amount of periodic amounts received from social security, annuities, insurance policies,
retirement funds, pensions, disability or death benefits, and other similar types of periodic
receipts, including a lump sum amount or prospective monthly amounts for the delayed start of
a periodic amount (e.g., Black Lung Sick benefits, Veterans Disability, Dependent Indemnity
Compensation, payments to the widow of a serviceman killed in action). See paragraph (13)
under Income Exclusions for an exception to this paragraph;
5. Payments in lieu of earnings, such as unemployment, disability compensation, worker's
compensation, and severance pay, except as provided in paragraph (3) under Income Exclusions;
6. Welfare Assistance.
a) Welfare assistance received by the family.
b) If the welfare assistance payment includes an amount specifically designated for
shelter and utilities that is subject to adjustment by the welfare assistance agency in
accordance with the actual cost of shelter and utilities, the amount of welfare
assistance income to be included as income shall consist of:
c) The amount of the allowance or grant exclusive of the amount specifically designated
for shelter or utilities; plus
FY 2017 Special Admin Plan
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d) The maximum amount that the welfare assistance agency could in fact allow the
family for shelter and utilities. If the family’s welfare assistance is ratably reduced
from the standard of need by applying a percentage, the amount calculated under this
paragraph shall be the amount resulting from one application of the percentage;
7. Periodic and determinable allowances, such as alimony and child support payments, and regular
contributions or gifts received from organizations or from persons not residing in the dwelling;
and
8. All regular pay, special pay, and allowances of a member of the Armed Forces, except as
provided in paragraph (7) under Income Exclusions.
9. For Section 8 programs only and as provided in 24 CFR 5.612, any financial assistance, in excess
of amounts received for tuition and other required fees and charges, that an individual receives
under the Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1001 et seq.), from private sources, or from
an institution of higher education (as defined under the Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C.
1002)), shall be considered income to that individual, except that financial assistance described
in this paragraph is not considered annual income for persons over the age of 23 with
dependent children. For purposes of this paragraph “financial assistance” does not include loan
proceeds for the purpose of determining income.
Annual Income does not include the following:
1. Income from employment of children (including foster children) under the age of 18 years;
2. Payments received for the care of foster children or foster adults (usually persons with
disabilities, unrelated to the tenant family, who are unable to live alone);
3. Lump sum additions to family assets, such as inheritances, insurance payments (including
payments under health and accident insurance and worker's compensation), capital gains, and
settlement for personal or property losses, except as provided in paragraph (5) under Income
Inclusions;
4. Amounts received by the family that are specifically for, or in reimbursement of, the cost of
medical expenses for any family member;
5. Income of a live in aide, as defined in 24 CFR 5.403;
6. The full amount of student financial assistance paid directly to the student or to the educational
institution
7. The special pay to a family member serving in the Armed Forces who is exposed to hostile fire
(e.g., in the past, special pay included Operation Desert Storm);
8. Amounts received under training programs funded by HUD (e.g., training received under Section
3);
9. Amounts received by a person with a disability that are disregarded for a limited time for
purposes of supplemental security income eligibility and benefits because they are set aside for
use under a Plan to Attain Self Sufficiency (PASS);
10. Amounts received by a participant in other publicly assisted programs that are specifically for or
in reimbursement of out of pocket expenses incurred (special equipment, clothing,
transportation, child care, etc.) and which are made solely to allow participation in a specific
program;
11. Amounts received under a resident service stipend. A resident service stipend is a modest
amount (not to exceed $200 per month) received by a resident for performing a service for the
owner, on a part time basis, that enhances the quality of life in the project. Such services may
include, but are not limited to, fire patrol, hall monitoring, lawn maintenance, and resident
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12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

initiative coordination. No resident may receive more than one such stipend during the same
period of time; or
Incremental earnings and benefits resulting to any family member from participation in
qualifying state or local employment training programs (including training programs not
affiliated with a local government) and training of a family member as a resident management
staff person. Amounts excluded by this provision must be received under employment training
programs with clearly defined goals and objectives, and are excluded only for the period during
which the family member participates in the employment training program.
Temporary, nonrecurring, or sporadic income (including gifts);
Reparation payments paid by a foreign government pursuant to claims filed under the laws of
that government by persons who were persecuted during the Nazi era. (Examples include
payments by the German and Japanese governments for atrocities committed during the Nazi
era);
Earnings for each full time student 18 years or older (excluding the head of household and
spouse);
Adoption assistance payments;
Deferred periodic amounts from supplemental security income and social security benefits that
are received in a lump sum amount or in prospective monthly amounts;
Amounts received by the family in the form of refunds or rebates under state or local law for
property taxes paid on the dwelling unit;
Amounts paid by a state agency to a family with a member who has a developmental disability
and is living at home to offset the cost of services and equipment needed to keep the
developmentally disabled family member at home; or
Amounts specifically excluded by any other federal statute from consideration as income for
purposes of determining eligibility or benefits under a category of assistance programs that
includes assistance under any program to which the exclusions set forth in 24 CFR 5.609(c)
apply. A notice will be published in the Federal Register and distributed to housing owners
identifying the benefits that qualify for this exclusion. Updates will be published and distributed
when necessary. The following is a list of income sources that qualify for that exclusion:
a) The value of the allotment provided to an eligible household under the Food Stamp Act
of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2017 [b]);
b) Payments to Volunteers under the Domestic Volunteer Services Act of 1973 (42 U.S.C.
c) 5044(g), 5058) (employment through AmeriCorps, Volunteers in Service to America
[VISTA], Retired Senior Volunteer Program, Foster Grandparents Program, youthful
offender incarceration alternatives, senior companions);
d) Payments received under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1626[c])
e) Income derived from certain sub-marginal land of the United States that is held in trust
for certain Indian tribes (25 U.S.C. 459e);
f) Payments or allowances made under the Department of Health and Human Services’
Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (42 U.S.C. 8624[f]);
g) Income derived from the disposition of funds to the Grand River Band of Ottawa Indians
(Pub. L 94 540, 90 Stat. 2503 04);
h) The first $2,000 of per capita shares received from judgment funds awarded by the
Indian Claims Commission or the U. S. Claims Court and the interests of individual
Indians in trust or restricted lands, including the first $2,000 per year of income received
by individual Indians from funds derived from interests held in such trust or restricted
lands (25 U.S.C. 1407 1408);
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i)

j)

k)

l)
m)

n)
o)
p)
q)

r)
s)
t)
u)
v)

w)

Amounts of scholarships funded under title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965,
including awards under federal work study programs or under the Bureau of Indian
Affairs student assistance programs (20 U.S.C. 1087uu); For Section 8 programs, the
exception found in Section 237 of Public Law 109 249 applies and requires that the
amount of financial assistance in excess of tuition and other required fees and charges
shall be considered income in accordance with the provisions codified at 24 CFR 5.609
(b) (9) except for those persons with disabilities as defined by 42 U.S.C. 1437 a (b) (3)
(Pub. L 109 247)
Payments received from programs funded under Title V of the Older Americans Act of
1985 (42 U.S.C. 3056[f]), e.g., Green Thumb, Senior Aides, Older American Community
Service Employment Program;
Payments received on or after January 1, 1989, from the Agent Orange Settlement Fund
or any other fund established pursuant to the settlement in In Re Agent product liability
litigation, M.D.L. No. 381 (E.D.N.Y.);
Payments received under the Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act of 1980 (25 U.S.C.
1721);
The value of any child care provided or arranged (or any amount received as payment
for such care or reimbursement for costs incurred for such care) under the Child Care
and Development Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858q);
Earned income tax credit (EITC) refund payments received on or after January 1, 1991,
including advanced earned income credit payments (26 U.S.C. 32[j]);
Payments by the Indian Claims Commission to the Confederated Tribes and Bands of
Yakima Indian Nation or the Apache Tribe of Mescalero Reservation (Pub. L. 95 433);
Allowances, earnings, and payments to AmeriCorps participants under the National and
Community Service Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12637[d]);
Any amount of crime victim compensation (under the Victims of Crime Act) received
through crime victim assistance (or payment or reimbursement of the cost of such
assistance) as determined under the Victims of Crime Act because of the commission of
a crime against the applicant under the Victims of Crime Act (42 U.S.C. 10602); and
Allowances, earnings, and payments to individuals participating in programs under the
Workforce Investment Act of 1998 (29 U.S.C. 2931).
Assistance from the School Lunch Act and Child Nutrition Act of 1966;
Payments from the Seneca Nation Settlement Act;
Payments from any deferred VA disability benefits that are received in a lump sum
amount or in prospective monthly amounts;
Compensation received by or on behalf of a veteran for service connected disability,
death, dependency or indemnity compensation in programs authorized under the
Native American Housing Assistance and Self Determination Act o f1966 (NAHASDA);
Lump sum or periodic payments received by an individual Indian pursuant to the Class
Action Settlement Agreement in the US District Court case entitled Elouise Cobell et al.
v. Ken Salazar et al.

Annualization/Averaging of Income: If it is not feasible to anticipate a level of income over a 12-month
period, i.e. seasonal or cyclic income; or BRHP believes that the past income is the best available
indicator of expected future income, BRHP may annualize the income anticipated for a shorter period,
subject to a recertification at the end of the shorter period. Income may also be calculated by averaging
known sources of income that vary to compute an annual income (no interim adjustment is required if
income remains what was calculated).
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Assets Disposed of for Less than Fair Market Value: BRHP will count assets disposed of for less than fair
market value during the two years preceding eligibility determination or recertification. BRHP will count
the difference between the market value and the actual payment received. Assets disposed of as a
result of foreclosure or bankruptcy are not considered to be assets disposed of for less than fair market
value. Generally, assets disposed of as a result of a divorce or separation are not considered to be assets
disposed of for less than fair market value. BRHP's minimum threshold for counting assets disposed of
for less than fair market value is $50,000. If the total amount of assets disposed of within a one-year
period is less than $50,000; they will not be considered an asset for the two-year period. If the total
amount of assets disposed of within a one-year period is more than $50,000, all assets disposed of for
less than fair market value will be counted as assets for two years from the date the asset was disposed
of.
Reduced Payment Amounts: If a public assistance (TANF, SS, SSI, etc.) recipient receives a reduced
benefit payment because of willful non-compliance with program requirements, BRHP shall calculate
HAP and Tenant Rent on the basis of the income prior to the penalty or reduced benefit.
INCOME DEDUCTIONS
Pursuant to HABC’s MTW authority, the gross annual income of participants in the Baltimore Housing
Mobility Program shall be reduced using a standard deduction. There will be a standard deduction for
working families, disabled families and non-disabled families without wages. The deductions are:
•
•
•

$3,200 for households with wages
$1,200 for households without wages
$400 for any elderly or disabled family (to be combined with either of the above deductions)

Implementation of the standard deduction will occur at the time of the client’s next biennial
recertification, interim change or family move. An annual review of the standard deductions will occur
to ensure that tenant total payments remain at an average of 25 percent of the tenant’s gross annual
income.
Excludable income will not be used to determine the standard deduction level for families. Full-time
students who have wages will have 100 percent of their wages excluded and will not be used to
determine standard deduction levels.

RESTRICTIONS ON ASSISTANCE TO NON CITIZENS
In order to receive assistance, a family must be a U.S. citizen or eligible immigrant. Eligible immigrants
are persons who are in one of the immigrant categories as specified by HUD. Every family member must
provide sufficient information to enable BRHP to obtain and verify citizenship or eligible immigration
status in accordance with HUD Regulations. The status of each member of the family is considered
individually before the family’s status is defined for this reason. A family is eligible for assistance as long
as at least one member is a citizen or eligible immigrant. Families that include eligible and ineligible
individuals are “mixed families” and assistance is prorated.
For this eligibility requirement only, the applicant is entitled to an Informal Hearing if they are denied
housing assistance based on their citizenship status.
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OPENING AND CLOSING OF THE WAITING LIST
BRHP will maintain a single waiting list for admissions to the Tenant Based, Project Based, and
Homeownership components of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program.
Because of the preferences provided in the Thompson Settlement Agreement, it is not anticipated that
the waiting list will ever be completely closed. However, the waiting list may be closed to the lowest
priority groups should there be sufficient applicants from the higher priority groups to fill all expected
program vacancies for at least one year. Should the waiting list be closed to any eligible priority groups
and BRHP determines that additional applicants are needed, the waiting list will be opened and a public
advertisement and notice will be posted.
All notices and advertising announcing the opening of the waiting list will include:
• The date(s) the list(s) will be open.
• The office hours and location where applications are available and will be accepted.
• Eligibility guidelines.
• Preferences for the selection of applicants.
• Any limitations that may apply.
PRE-APPLICATION AND WAITING LIST
Applicants will be placed on the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program waiting list. The order of
admission from the waiting list will be based on the preferences provided in the Thompson Settlement
Agreement and then by date and time of the applicant’s Housing Choice Voucher Application. All
applications will be date and time stamped upon receipt.
The waiting list will contain the following information for each applicant listed:
• Applicant name
• Head of Household Social Security Number
• Family unit size
• Date and time of application
• Category or categories of preferences for which the family qualifies under the eligibility
definition of the Thompson settlement.
• Qualification for any preference
• Racial or ethnic designation of the head of household
• Disability status
WAITING LIST MAINTENANCE
Periodically, BRHP will mail update notices to applicants on the list requesting updated information and
an indication of whether the applicant remains interested in the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program.
The applicant will be required to respond to the request for information within a specified time period.
Each update notice will include offering the applicant an opportunity for an informal review if the family
is withdrawn from the waiting list.
If the applicant fails to respond to BRHP’s request for updated information or any notice is returned as
undeliverable, a second letter will be sent to the last known address as a final attempt to locate the
applicant and determine their continued interest. Should the applicant fail to respond to the second
letter, the applicant will be sent a denial letter and the applicant’s name will be withdrawn from the
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Baltimore Housing Mobility Program. Any applicant whose name is withdrawn under this procedure,
but who remains eligible for the Program, may reapply.

ELIGIBILITY AND PREFERENCES
Eligibility
The Thompson Settlement Agreement defines eligibility and establishes the order of priority among the
eligible categories in the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program. Applicants will be selected for entry into
the counseling program, according to the priorities identified in the Settlement Agreement. All
applicants must also meet HUD’s general eligibility requirements of the Housing Choice Voucher
program. To qualify for a preference as an applicant on HABC’s waiting list for public housing or
vouchers, an applicant must also qualify for HABC’s local residency preference.
Local Preferences
Points will be awarded for each of the Thompson Settlement Agreement priorities (local preferences).
The local preference points are as follows:
1. Families residing in HABC family public housing, families displaced or relocated from HABC
family developments that were demolished, and all families who lived in HABC family public
housing at any time between January 31, 1995 and the present will receive 3 points.
2. Qualified applicants on the waiting list for HABC family public housing will receive 2 points.
3. Qualified applicants on HABC’s waiting list for vouchers, and other qualified families who live in
census tracts of Baltimore City with 75% or more African American occupancy, will receive 1
points.
Ranking Preferences
In addition to the local preference categories above, there are ranking preferences. Applicants who
claim one or more of the ranking preferences will receive additional preference points as follows:
•
•
•

•
•

Public housing families with prior applications for Housing Choice Vouchers or requests for
transfer will receive 1 additional point.
Families with an urgent need for relocation, including but not limited to a documented health
condition of a family member or the need of a family member to obtain housing closer to a
place of employment, education, or training will receive 1 additional point.
Families with one or more children will receive 3 additional points, provided that a head of
household is employed, willing to participate in an appropriate job-training program, or unable
to do so because he/she is a person with disabilities or is age 62 or older (Refusal to participate
in an FSS program as provided in 24 CFR Part 984 shall not deprive a family of a ranking
preference under this subsection).
Families with one or more children under the age of eight (8) will receive 2 additional points.
Families with one or more children under the age of eight (8) who are living in a neighborhood
with a poverty rate of 30% or higher will receive 2 additional points

Non-Waiting List Admissions
Participants in other Thompson related ACC Scattered Site housing programs (i.e. Broadway 58,
Thompson 22, etc.) who have lived in an ACC Unit for at least one year, and who have completed the
BRHP pre-placement counseling program, may be admitted to the tenant based, project based and/or
homeownership programs operated as a part of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program, without
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having to reapply to the waiting list. To qualify for admission, the participant must be in good standing
with their current program and must have completed the pre-placement counseling program before
leasing their ACC Unit, or must do so before they will be issued a voucher. The family must also agree to
use the mobility voucher in an opportunity area for at least two (2) years.
VERIFICATION OF THOMPSON ELIGIBILITY
HABC shall provide BRHP with lists of displaced former residents of HABC family public housing. HABC
also has granted BRHP access to its electronic applicant database system to verify current public housing
status and/or waiting list status, as well as access to any lists or databases of public housing families who
have requested to transfer. For the purpose of determining eligibility and preference status, the
applicant to the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program must be the head of household identified on the
displaced list and/or HABC’s electronic database.
In cases where BRHP is not able to document/prove that an applicant meets the eligibility requirements,
the applicant will be provided the opportunity to appeal the decision. BRHP will send a letter via first
class mail informing the applicant that they do not meet the eligibility requirements. The letter will
include a list outlining eligibility for the program. Applicants who believe they have been improperly
determined ineligible will be provided the opportunity to submit proof of eligibility. The new
information will be reviewed by BRHP and if acceptable, the applicant will be placed onto the waiting
list. If BRHP is not able to prove qualification for a preference with the supplemental information
provided by the applicant, a denial notice will be mailed via first class mail. No further appeals will be
granted.
VERIFICATION OF RESIDENCY
To verify that an applicant is a current resident of the City of Baltimore at the required times, the
applicant must provide a copy of an executed lease and rent receipts. If a lease and rent receipts are not
available, the applicant must provide at least one of the following documents:
• Government agency record clearly identifying the head of household, household members and
unit address
• Utility bills in the name of the head of household and/or spouse
• Current drivers’ license, Maryland Identification Card or voter registration card.
SCREENING
BRHP will screen each applicant family with respect to the following:
•

•

Whether or not the applicant has a debt to BRHP, HABC or any other PHA as required by HUD
regulations. If the applicant has such a debt, BRHP will determine whether there is a current
repayment agreement and, if so, whether payments are current under the agreement.
Applicants with such debts must either pay the amount outstanding or enter into an acceptable
repayment agreement with the relevant party in order to have their application processed.
BRHP will review the criminal record of the applicant to determine if any household member has
been arrested, convicted or evicted from any federally assisted housing program for violent
criminal activity or drug related criminal activity in the five years prior to the date of initial
eligibility screening or whether any family member is subject to a lifetime registration
requirement under a state sex offender registration program. Applicants with any such history
will be denied participation in the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program.
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BRHP will notify applicants if they are screened out of the Mobility Counseling program for the above
reasons. The notice will include the date of the determination, the reason for the determination, and
the process to request an informal hearing.
ORIENTATION WORKSHOP
Applicants who have been determined to be Thompson eligible and who have passed the initial
screening will be scheduled for a Workshop conducted by BRHP. During the workshop families are
introduced to the basic concepts of mobility counseling and provided with basic financial literacy
training, including an understanding of the importance of budgeting, saving and debt
elimination/reduction. At the conclusion of the workshop, families are enrolled in the pre placement
counseling program.
INITIAL COUNSELING
The issuance of a Thompson voucher to a family will occur only after the family successfully completes
the initial stage of counseling. The initial stage of counseling may include:
• Initial home visit
• Completion of family assessment interview
• Execution of an individual Action Plan)
• Demonstrated progress towards the completion of required counseling or training activities as
specified in the Action Plan.
• Completion of required workshops
Once the family completes the initial stage of counseling, BRHP will advise the family regarding its
assessment of the family’s readiness to begin the housing search. At the family’s request, BRHP may
delay issuance of a Thompson voucher, even after the family has completed the initial stage of
counseling, if the family has significant credit or rental history problems that must be addressed in order
to have a reasonable chance of success in its housing search.
BRHP will provide encouragement, counseling and referrals to help the family repair its credit or rental
history or to provide an explanation to use with prospective landlords to overcome the difficulties in
renting in the private housing market. BRHP will clearly explain to the family the likely lack of success if
these issues are not resolved. However, if the family still wishes to be issued a Thompson voucher, is
otherwise eligible and has completed the initial stage of counseling, BRHP will issue the Thompson
voucher. BRHP will refer such families only to landlords whose screening criteria the family meets.
MOBILITY COUNSELING PROGRAM
BRHP will maintain a compendium of services with contact information for use by counselors to make
effective referrals and for families to find needed services. A list of these services will be provided to
each family prior to move in. BRHP will conduct outreach to community groups in opportunity areas,
including seeking volunteers to welcome families and helping families become oriented to their new
community after move in.
BRHP will provide or refer families to agencies that provide the counseling services needed by the family
as identified in the Individual Family Plan. This counseling will focus primarily on counseling related to
the family’s access to housing in opportunity areas and on counseling to help remove barriers to that
access (credit repair, substance abuse, etc.) BRHP will also provide referral to other community
counseling and services needed by the family to promote self-sufficiency.
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ELIGIBILITY PROCESS
When families are ready to receive a voucher, BRHP will obtain all the necessary information to confirm
Thompson eligibility and gather information regarding the applicant’s income, assets, and family
composition.
At the time of initial certification, applicants will be required to certify all information they provide to
BRHP and sign verification forms permitting the release of information from verifying agencies.
Documentation of all verifications will be placed in the applicant file. Family income, assets, and all
factors related to eligibility will be verified prior to issuance of a voucher.
VERIFICATIONS
BRHP will follow the HUD verification hierarchy guidelines. If verification is not returned within seven
(7) calendar days, BRHP will continue to the next level of verification. Whenever third-party verifications
are not used, BRHP will note in the file the reason and action taken.
All includable income (listed on page 11 of this Administrative Plan) will be verified by BRHP. BRHP is not
required to verify excluded income sources (beginning on page 12 of this Administrative Plan) that may
be reported by families. Verification of family composition will be fulfilled by submitting birth
certificates for all children in the family. Documentation of child custody must be submitted once it has
been determined that the mother and father do not live together or custody is with someone other than
the birth parent.
BRHP must receive information verifying that an applicant is eligible within the period of 240 days
before BRHP issues a tenant based voucher to the family and/or the family enters into a project based
lease agreement.
In cases where a tenant based voucher is issued to a family or a family enters into a project based lease
agreement after the 240 eligibility period expires, BRHP will re-verify that the family is eligible within 90
days of the voucher issuance or the date the project based lease is executed.
If the recalculation of the eligibility increases the family contribution, the increased contributions by the
family will be made effective on the first day of the month following at least 30 calendar days’ notice to
the family.
If the recalculation of the eligibility decreases the family contribution, the decreased contributions by
the family will be made effective retroactively to the effective day of the assisted lease agreement.
ELIGIBLITY FOR HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER PROGRAM
To be eligible for admission, an applicant must meet HUD and BRHP criteria for eligibility.
Applicant households will be denied admission to the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program if the
household:
• Does not meet the definition of “family.”
• Has a household income that exceeds applicable HUD Income Limits.
• Has Ineligible Citizenship or Ineligible Immigrant Status.
• Has a member who has engaged in Drug Related or Violent Criminal Activity.
• Has a member subject to a lifetime registration requirement under a state sex offender
registration program.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Owes an outstanding debt to BRHP or any public housing agency.
Breached an agreement with BRHP to pay amounts owed.
Violated any Family Obligation during a previous participation in a Section 8 program and/or has
been terminated from assistance in a Section 8 Program.
Has a member who was evicted from any federally assisted housing program in the last five
years.
Does not supply BRHP or HUD with necessary information or does not provide information
within the required timeframes.
Does not sign and submit consent forms for obtaining information.
Does not disclose and verify social security numbers for all family members.
Has a member who refuses to sign or submit required consent forms.
Has a member who was/is illegally using or possessing a controlled substance.
Has a member who commits fraud, bribery or any other corrupt or criminal act in connection
with any federal housing program.
Has engaged in or threatened abusive or violent behavior toward BRHP personnel.
Has a member who is convicted of manufacturing or producing methamphetamine or any other
narcotic in violation of any federal, state or local law.

DENIALS
Denial of assistance for an applicant may include any or all of the following actions by BRHP:
• Denying or withdrawing a voucher.
• Refusing to enter into a HAP contract or approve a lease.
• Refusing to process or provide assistance under portability.
Ineligible families will be notified by mail and given the reason for the determination, with an
opportunity to request an informal review (See Informal Review Section).
PREVIOUS VIOLATION OF A FAMILY OBLIGATION
A participant who has been denied participation in the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program for a
violation of a Family Obligation cannot reapply to the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program for a period
of one year from the date of denial, provided the waiting list is open at that time. This one year will
allow the family time to establish references in relation to the Family Obligation violation and allow
BRHP to determine if such a violation is likely to occur in the future. If the member who violated the
Family Obligation is no longer part of the household, the family may not be required to wait the oneyear period before re-application, provided the waiting list is open. Documentation must be provided by
the family to verify that the person who committed the violation is no longer part of the household, and
will not be a member of the household. Allowable documentation includes, but is not limited to: proof
of residence, utility bills, lease, and/or court documents.
COMPUTATION OF ANNUAL AND ADJUSTED INCOME, AND TOTAL TENANT PAYMENT SUBSIDY
STANDARDS
The following standards are used for assignment of the appropriate bedroom size on the voucher.

Voucher Size
0 Bedroom
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1
2
3
4
6
8

1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom
5 Bedroom
6 Bedroom

2
4
6
8
10
12

The intent of HUD requirements is that the smallest appropriate bedroom size be assigned to participant
families without overcrowding. When determining the unit size, BRHP attempts to meet HUD’s intent
and applies the following guidelines:
• Larger bedroom size may be granted for children of the same sex if there is more than six years
difference in age.
• Minor children of the opposite sex may occupy separate bedrooms if one child is over the age of
six.
• Unborn children will be included in the size of the household.
• A minor child who is temporarily away from the home because of placement in foster care is
considered a member of the family in determining the family unit size, if it is documented that
the child will return within six months.
• BRHP may approve a live-in aide to reside in the unit in a separate bedroom for a family
consisting of one or more elderly persons or persons with disabilities.
• BRHP may assign a larger unit than permitted using the above standards if a person with a
disability and/or a medical need requests a reasonable accommodation and provides
documentation of need from a physician or other health professional.
• Families will not be required to use rooms other than bedrooms for sleeping purposes in the
voucher size determination.
• Families may choose to rent smaller units than listed on the voucher applicable as long as the
rent reasonableness and Housing Quality Standards (HQS) requirements are met. HQS
requirements permit a maximum of two (2) persons per living per sleeping room in the unit.
Exceptions to these subsidy standards will be granted on a case-by-case basis, based on disability,
health, or medical reasons, solely at the discretion of BRHP.
ADMISSION DATE
Admission to the Tenant Based component of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program is determined by
the effective date the first Housing Assistance Payments (HAP) contract, which must be the same date of
the first lease that is executed. Admission to the Project Based component of the Baltimore Housing
Mobility Program is determined by the date the Program participant’s lease becomes effective.
BRIEFING
BRHP will conduct a briefing related to the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program in compliance with HUD
requirements and addressing the special needs of the Program.
All eligible applicants are required to attend a briefing before a voucher is issued. The head of household
and all adult family members must attend the briefing. The briefings may be group or individual
meetings. Each family will receive a briefing packet containing the following:
• The term of the voucher
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A description of BRHP’s policy on granting extensions or suspensions of term and how a family
can request extensions
Information on computing the Total Tenant Payment and Housing Assistance Payment
Information on the Payment Standards and Utility Allowance Schedule
Family rent burden
What the family should consider in deciding whether to lease a unit such as unit condition,
reasonableness of rent, cost of tenant paid utilities, whether the unit is energy efficient, and
location of unit to public transportation, employment, schools and shopping
Where the family may lease a unit using portability and how portability works
Request for inspection and the process obtaining an inspection
BRHP’s policy on providing information to prospective landlords
BRHP’s subsidy standards including any exception to these standards
HUD brochure on selecting a unit
Fair Housing Brochure and information, HUD 401 and a Discrimination Complaint Form HUD903
List of landlords or real estate agents who may be willing to lease a unit or may be able to help
the family locate a unit
Notice that if the family includes a disabled person, the family may request a current listing of
accessible units that may be available
Family program obligations
Grounds under which BRHP may terminate the family’s assistance
Informal hearing and review process and how to request a hearing
The HUD Tenancy Addendum
Request for Tenancy Approval and RTA instructions
Other items as BRHP may determine appropriate

The briefing will cover the information in the packet and discuss the following topics:
• A description of how the program works
• Family and owner responsibilities
• Where the family may lease a unit
• Information about opportunity areas
• Portability information
• Federal, State and Local Fair Housing Laws
• Assistance to Elderly and Individuals with Disabilities
If an applicant misses a scheduled briefing, without prior notification to the BRHP office, the applicant
may be denied. If an applicant misses two scheduled briefing appointments, even if they have given
prior notification to BRHP, he or she will be denied. Exceptions to the above include: reasonable
accommodation, death, serious illness, and natural disasters. Exceptions must be supported by written
verification of the reason, and approved by the BRHP Executive Director or designee.
BRHP will provide a listing of known available rental units that accept vouchers administered by the
Baltimore Housing Mobility Program in opportunity areas, based upon bedroom size on the voucher, to
all families when they are issued a voucher. Each participant's Briefing Packet also contains a referral
guide to various local agencies. BRHP will maintain a listing of handicapped accessible units for those
participants requesting information on accessible units. BRHP will take appropriate steps to assure
effective communication with disabled applicants and participants. In the event a BRHP participant has a
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special need or requires a reasonable accommodation, the participant will be referred to the BRHP 504
Coordinator.
BRHP will explain during the briefing the advantages of searching for a unit in an opportunity area and
provide each family a map showing these areas.
At the conclusion of all Program Briefing Sessions, the family representative will be required to sign and
date a Briefing Certification form to confirm that all rules and pertinent regulations were explained to
them.
VOUCHER ISSUANCE
Vouchers will be issued after the family has completed the initial counseling requirements unless the
family requests that issuance be delayed because of problems with credit or rental history that need to
be corrected in order for the family to be successful in leasing a unit in an opportunity area.
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD DESIGNATION
When there are two adults in the household, the family must designate who the head of household shall
be. This designation is evidenced by signature on the voucher.
VOUCHER TERM AND EXTENSIONS
The initial term of the Thompson voucher is sixty (60) days for families not currently leased with BRHP. If
the family is unable to lease a unit within the initial sixty (60) day term, BRHP shall automatically extend
the voucher for an additional sixty (60) days. homeownership The family will not have to apply for the
first extension. Upon the expiration of the extended search period, and upon written request of the
applicant, the term may be extended for an additional sixty (60) day term with the total not to exceed
180 days. The applicant must advise BRHP of the reason for the requested extension. The BRHP
Executive Director or HCV Manager may grant additional extensions to households needing more time
because of extenuating circumstances that would have prevented the family from completing a
successful housing search during the initial and extended terms of the voucher. Examples of extenuating
circumstances may include, but are not limited to, the need for a unit that accommodates a disabled
household member, landlord/owner foreclosure or because of the difficulty in finding a very large unit
(i.e., four or more bedrooms) needed by the household.
For vouchers issued to families currently leased with BRHP, the initial term of the voucher is sixty (60)
days. Upon written request of the Participant, the term may be extended for an additional sixty (60) day
term with the total not to exceed 180 days. The Participant must advise BRHP of the reason for the
requested extension. The BRHP Executive Director or HCV Manager may grant additional extensions to
households needing more time because of extenuating circumstances that would have prevented the
family from completing a successful housing search during the initial and extended terms of the
voucher. Examples of extenuating circumstances may include, but are not limited to, the need for a unit
that accommodates a disabled household member, landlord/owner foreclosure or because of the
difficulty in finding a very large unit (i.e., four or more bedrooms) needed by the household.
Submission of a Request for Tenancy Approval shall toll the running of the initial term or extended term.
Tolling begins the day the RTA is received at the BRHP office and expires when the unit has completed
the inspection process. The inspection process is completed when either:
• The unit passes inspection, or
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•

The RTA is cancelled because the unit cannot be inspected or does not pass inspection within
the required number of inspections.

Tolling time is not provided in cases where the voucher holder chooses not to accept/move into a unit
that had been submitted for approval.
If a Thompson voucher holder is on any HABC waiting list for public housing, regular Section 8 assistance,
and/or other type of assisted or subsidized housing, return of the Thompson voucher after the term or
extension expires will not affect the Thompson voucher holder’s standing on such other waiting lists.
PAYMENT STANDARD
The payment standard used to calculate housing assistance will be the smaller of the unit size selected
or the number of bedrooms listed on the voucher.
UTILITY ALLOWANCE
The utility allowance schedule used to determine average utility usage for the family will be the smaller
of the unit size selected or the number of bedrooms on the voucher.
MAXIMUM INITIAL RENT BURDEN
A family must not pay more than 40 percent of the family’s monthly adjusted income for rent when the
family first receives BRHP assistance for a particular unit. This rule applies at initial lease up and each
time the family moves to a new unit.
SECURITY DEPOSITS
The landlord may collect a security deposit. The landlord determines the amount of the deposit in
accordance with State and local laws. The Maryland Code, Real Property, Section 8 203 states the
maximum amount which the landlord may require as a security deposit for each dwelling unit is the
equivalent of two month’s rent. BRHP prohibits security deposits in excess of private market practice or
in excess of amounts charged to unassisted tenants.
BRHP will provide security deposit assistance funds on a one-time basis to a family, if BRHP determines
that sufficient funds are available, provided they (1) are moving to a census tract designated as
“opportunity” by BRHP and (2) that they have repaid any previously provided security deposit assistance
loan made by BRHP. BRHP will only provide a family security deposit assistance funds equal to one
month’s rent, less a $200 to $500 dollar family contribution, which will vary seasonally to encourage
leasing in summer months.
PORTABILITY
Vouchers issued as a part of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program are not portable outside of the
Baltimore metropolitan area until they are used initially for two years in an opportunity area within the
Baltimore metropolitan housing market as defined by the Thompson settlement. Once the family has
used its voucher for two years, the voucher then may be used outside of the Baltimore metropolitan
area. The portability feature allows a participating family to move to another jurisdiction outside of the
Baltimore metropolitan area with continued assistance. In the second year, the voucher holder may
apply to BRHP for a hardship exemption based on a change in family circumstances that necessitates
relocation to a non-opportunity area, such as a documented health condition of a family member or the
need of a family member to obtain housing closer to a place of employment, education or training.
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The portability feature allows a participating voucher family to move from one jurisdiction to another
with continued assistance. Voucher holders may move anywhere there is a Housing Agency that
administers a Housing Choice Voucher program. Families must also meet the income eligibility
requirements in the area to which the family plans to move. In this case, the family is considered
“continuously assisted” and the Low Income Limit is used to determine eligibility.
Families must notify BRHP in writing when they want to move using the portability feature. When a
family notifies BRHP that it wants to move under the portability procedures, BRHP will contact the
receiving PHA. BRHP will confirm the following to the receiving PHA:
• The family is eligible for assistance
• A voucher has been issued to the family
If the participant is porting to an area that is in more than one PHA’s jurisdiction, BRHP may choose the
PHA to which the participant must go. Families cannot exercise portability if money is owed to BRHP.
Families that request a portable voucher must pay all monies owed to BRHP before the portable
voucher will be processed.
INCOME DISREGARD
HUD regulations require BRHP to disregard certain earned income of a qualified disabled family
member. 100 percent of earned income will be disregarded between biennial recertifications. If the
start date of the earned income is less than two (2) years at the time of the next recertification, the
income will be included at the next action occurring after two (2) years.
In order to receive this earned income disregard, the family member must be disabled and:
• The increase must be from employment income.
• The member was previously unemployed for one or more years prior to employment.
• The earned income increase was during participation in any economic, self-sufficiency, or job
training program.
• The increase is during or within six months of receiving assistance, benefits or services under
any State program for TANF. The total amount of the increase over a 6-month period must be at
least $500.00.
BRHP will follow HUD regulations in applying the Earned Income Disregard.
LANDLORD SELECTION OF TENANTS
The landlord selects the tenant and is responsible for tenant screening. The landlord is responsible for
determining whether the family is suitable for tenancy. BRHP’s decision to admit an applicant to the
program is not based on an applicant's suitability for tenancy.
At the landlord’s/owner’s request, BRHP will provide the landlord the following information on potential
participants or applicants:
• Participant’s current and previous address
• Participant’s current and previous landlords’ names, addresses, and phone numbers
SEARCH ASSISTANCE
To the extent possible, BRHP will refer families to at least three identified vacancies in opportunity areas
in neighborhoods selected by the family. BRHP will also assist with transportation assistance and will
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visit or talk with prospective landlords with or on behalf of families who want and request this
assistance.
REQUEST FOR TENANCY APPROVAL
The family must submit a completed Request for Tenancy Approval (RTA) during the term or extension
of the voucher. BRHP will not permit a family to submit more than one RTA at a time. The landlord must
indicate on the RTA the proposed rent, the types of utilities and who pays utilities.
An RTA will be denied if it is not completed in its entirety by both the participant and landlord. It may be
denied if:
• The unit is not in BRHP’s legal jurisdiction
• The unit does not meet rent reasonableness and a reasonable rent cannot be negotiated with
the owner
• The participant’s rent portion is over the maximum 40 percent rent burden
• BRHP denies participation to the landlord for a reason identified in the “Disapproval of
Landlord” section.
• BRHP has barred the unit from Program participation
• The unit is in a multifamily rental development with more than 50 units and more that 20
percent of the units in that development already have families receiving some form of Section 8
assistance.
The family and the landlord will be notified if the RTA cannot be approved. If the RTA cannot be
corrected, BRHP will issue another RTA to the family to find a new unit.
With the submission of the completed RTA, the landlord will be required to submit the following
documents:
• Lead-Based Paint State Certification of pre-1978 units
• In pre-1978 housing, the landlord is required to provide the tenant the Disclosure of Information
on Lead Based and/or Lead Based Paint Hazards prior to execution of the Lease. The landlord
must also provide BRHP a copy of the executed Disclosure Notice.
• In jurisdictions where a rental license is required, a copy of the current rental license
• Owner Certification form
• Management agreement when an agent is submitting a RTA on behalf of the owner
After approval of the RTA, the landlord will be required to submit the following documents:
• Landlord taxpayer ID number on a IRS Form W 9
• A direct deposit form for all payments to the landlord or agent
LEASING
Voucher holders must submit a fully completed and executed Request for Tenancy Approval (RTA) prior
to voucher expiration. Once this document is submitted, BRHP will determine if the unit is affordable,
determine rent reasonableness, inspect the unit, and approve the owner.
After the unit has been approved by BRHP, the lease must be signed by the head of household and
landlord prior to contract execution. A lease between the owner and tenant shall be in a standard form
used by the owner for other unassisted tenants. The initial lease term cannot be for less than one year.
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The terms and conditions of the lease shall be consistent with State and local laws. Any revisions or new
leases must be approved by BRHP prior to execution.
The lease is to be current at all times and must be compatible with BRHP policies, as well as federal,
state, and local laws.
SEPARATE AGREEMENTS
The acceptable landlord/participant separate agreements include but are not limited to:
• Agreements for parking, furniture and/or appliances
• Late charges
• Pets and pet deposits
• Community rules or covenants
• Agreements to pay security deposit amounts in installments
• Agreements for storage space/facilities provided by the landlord
• Altered security deposit amounts
• Altered rent amounts
• Excess utilities
• Meals or supportive services.
Separate agreements must be attached to the Lease as a Lease Addendum. The landlord must provide
BRHP a copy of the Lease Addendum indicating all separate agreements made.
The following types of landlord/participant separate agreements are not acceptable: The landlord may
not charge the family extra amounts for items customarily included in rent in the locality, or provided at
no additional cost, to unsubsidized tenants on the premises.
If BRHP determines that a participant willingly agreed to a separate agreement with the landlord that is
not acceptable, the participant will be terminated from the program and the landlord will be barred
from participation in the program. The participant may request an Informal Hearing regarding the
termination.
RENT REASONABLENESS
Rent reasonableness will be determined for all new leases and rent increases. A reasonable rent to the
owner is defined as not more than rent charged:
1. For comparable units in the private unassisted market and
2. For comparable unassisted units in the premises.
BRHP will not approve a subsidized tenancy until a determination has been made that the rent to the
owner is reasonable. The reasonableness of the rent requested by the owner will be determined by
considering the following factors:
• Location
• Quality
• Size
• Unit type
• Age of the contract unit
• Amenities
• Housing services
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•
•

Maintenance
Utilities provided by the owner in accordance with the lease

BRHP will contract with a rent comparison service to obtain rents for comparable units. If BRHP
determines that the amount of rent requested by the owner is not reasonable, BRHP will attempt to
negotiate the rent with the owner. Failure by the owner to accept the rent determined to be reasonable
will result in disapproval of the unit for the program.
Pursuant to HABC’s MTW authority and the Thompson Settlement Agreement, the BRHP has adopted
payment standards, which are listed in Attachment A.

DISAPPROVAL OF LANDLORD
BRHP will not approve a unit if the owner has a history of failing to terminate tenancy for lease
violations in units assisted under Section 8 or any other federally assisted housing program.
BRHP will also deny owner participation for one or more of the following reasons:
• The owner is debarred, suspended or subject to a limited denial of participation (LDP) by HUD
• If directed by HUD because the Federal government has instituted an administrative or judicial
action against the owner for violation of the Fair Housing Act
• If directed by HUD because a court or administrative agency has determined that the owner has
violated the Fair Housing Act
• The owner has violated obligations under any Section 8 HAP contract
• BRHP has obtained documentation that the owner has committed fraud under any Federal
housing program
• The owner has engaged in drug related criminal activity or any violent criminal activity
• The owner has been debarred from participating in the Housing Choice Voucher program by
BRHP or other PHAs in the Metropolitan Baltimore area
• The landlord engages in or threatens abusive or violent behavior toward BRHP personnel
The individual circumstances and seriousness of such conditions will be considered prior to disapproval
of an owner.
RESTRICTION ON RENTING TO RELATIVES
Pursuant to requirements at 24 CFR 982.152 and 982.153, participants may not lease units, which are
owned by a relative (defined as the parent, child, grandparent, grandchild, sister, or brother) of any
member of the recipient’s household. The exception to this rule is if BRHP determines that approving a
unit owned by a relative would provide reasonable accommodation for a family member who is a
person with disabilities.
CONTRACT EXECUTION
With respect to tenant based vouchers, the term of the HAP contract begins on the day the unit is
approved by BRHP or the first day of the lease provided the unit is approved by BRHP, and ends on the
last day of the lease. BRHP is not responsible for any part of the rent prior to the date the unit passes
the inspection or prior to the execution of the HAP.
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After the unit passes Housing Quality Standards (HQS) inspection, the HAP contract is subsequently
executed on behalf of BRHP if all required paperwork is properly completed. A copy of the contract is
then mailed to the landlord.
The HAP contract must be executed no later than 60 days from the beginning of the lease term. If a HAP
contract has not been executed by BRHP within the 60 day time limit, the HAP contract will be voided.
New leases and contracts must be executed. BRHP cannot pay any housing assistance payment to the
landlord until the HAP contract has been executed.
With respect to the Section 8 project based units, the HAP contracts are executed after BRHP confirms
the rent reasonableness calculation performed by BRHP. BRHP delivers the executed HAP contract to
the landlord. The individual leases are entered after the HAP contract is executed. A lease will not be
approved until the unit passes an HQS inspection by BRHP. A lease may not be effective before the
effective date of the HAP contract.
PENALTIES FOR LATE HAP PAYMENT
BRHP will pay the housing assistance payment promptly when due the landlord. For contracts that have
been entered into before the effective date of HABC’s MTW Plan, and pursuant to executed HAP
contracts that provide for the payment of late fees, BRHP may pay late fees. If housing assistance
payments are not paid promptly when due after the first two calendar months of the HAP contract term,
BRHP shall pay the owner penalties in accordance with generally accepted practices and law, as
applicable in the local housing market, governing penalties for late payment by a tenant, or $50.00,
whichever is lower. However, BRHP shall not be obligated to pay any late payment penalty if HUD
determines the late payment by BRHP is due to factors beyond BRHP’s control. BRHP shall not be
obligated to pay any late payment penalty if housing assistance payments by BRHP are delayed or
denied as a remedy for owner breach of the HAP contract (including any of the following BRHP
remedies: recovery of over payments, suspension of housing assistance payments, abatement or
reduction of housing assistance payments, termination of housing assistance payments, and termination
of the contract).
BRHP is not responsible for payment of late fees caused by: the tenant’s late payment of rent; late HUD
fund transfer; HAP payments on hold (HQS, etc.), or for any other HUD allowed reason.
For the purpose of this administrative plan, payment is considered to be made timely, if mailed on or
before the tenth day of the month in which the payment is due.
POST PLACEMENT COUNSELING
The counseling programs for the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program include substantial follow up
counseling with program families. These activities may include, but are not limited to:
• Follow up telephone call within 60 days of move-in
• Home visit within 30 days of move in
• Follow up home visit at least 2 months before the end of the initial one year lease
• Follow up home visit 16 months after initial move in
• Follow up home visit 21 months after initial move in
• Additional home visits and follow-up telephone calls as needed
• Second mover assistance
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This also includes follow up with program landlords and participation, as requested and needed, in any
participant landlord disputes.
Families who need services after they have moved into an opportunity area will be advised by BRHP of
the locations of the needed services in their county. In addition, post placement counseling services, as
specified in the Thompson Settlement Agreement and BRHP’s contract, will be provided by BRHP and
integrated with services provided by existing public and private social service agencies.
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3. CONTINUED PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

PARTICIPANT
A participant in the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program is a family that has been admitted to the
Baltimore Regional Housing Program upon an executed HAP contract and lease. The family becomes a
participant on the effective date of the first HAP contract executed on behalf of the families in the
tenant based component and on the effective date of the each family’s lease in the project based
component.
REGULAR RECERTIFICATION
Recertifications may be completed by mail. BRHP may select a percentage of families for recertification
interviews for quality control purposes. Families will be mailed one recertification packet asking for
information needed to complete the recertification. If the family does not provide the requested
information within the specified time frame, the family may be terminated from the Program. Follow up
requests may be made of the family to provide additional information needed to complete the
recertification. This follow up information must be provided within the specified time frame, or the
family may be terminated from the Program.
BRHP is responsible for reexamination and verification of family income. BRHP must conduct a
reexamination of household income and composition for all families at least one time every 25 months.
INTERIM RECERTIFCATIONS DUE TO CHANGES IN FAMILY INCOME OR COMPOSITION
The participant must report changes in income and must report all changes in family composition within
ten (10) days and in writing to BRHP. Interim recertifications do not affect the timing of regular
recertifications.
Income Changes
BRHP may schedule special recertifications every 60 calendar days for families reporting an annual
income of less than twenty-four hundred dollars ($2,400.00).
Decreases in the tenant’s Total Tenant Payment (TTP) will be effective the first day of the month
following the month in which the change is reported.
Increases in TTP will become effective on the first day of the second month following the date that
notice is provided to the family. Increases to the TTP will only be processed for families with total
annual income that is less than twenty four hundred dollars ($2,400.00) or where changes in family
composition has resulted in an increase in income. However, a family who has a voucher to move may
choose to have an interim increase processed if their annual income does exceed $2,400.
Annual cost of living increases in public assistance benefits will be performed at the time of the
participant's regular recertification.
If a participant's rent is increased due to unreported income, the increase will be effective retroactive to
the date of the increase in income.
If the participant's rent is decreased due to unreported change in income, the decrease will be effective
the first day of the month after completion of the re-determination.
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Family Composition Changes
If the family requests to add an adult member to the household, (spouse, common law spouse, birth
child, legal guardian child, disabled adult child, etc.), the family must provide all required information for
that person. This information includes, but is not limited to: police report, social security number, and
income information. The family must submit written approval from the Landlord to add a member to
the household. If the person meets BRHP eligibility requirements, but the Landlord does not grant
approval to add the person to the household, the family must move to another BRHP eligible unit, in
order to add the person and keep their BRHP assistance. If there is a change in family unit size resulting
from a change in family size or composition, the new family unit size will be used to compute the
payment standard. If the family is responsible for delays in completing an interim recertification, BRHP
may terminate assistance.
Welfare Reductions
BRHP may deny a request for an interim recertification based on a reduction in participant income from
welfare after obtaining written verification from the welfare agency that the family’s benefits have been
reduced because of:
• Noncompliance with economic self-sufficiency program
• Failure to comply with work activities requirements
• Fraud
This rule does not apply if the welfare reduction is the result of the expiration of a lifetime limit on
receiving benefits, or where the family has complied with welfare program requirements but cannot
obtain employment. This provision is subject to the BRHP informal hearing procedure. Written notice
to the family will be provided if such a request is denied.
HUD Income Discrepancies
When BRHP receives a HUD notice that a family has been sent an income discrepancy letter, BRHP will
contact the family by mail and by phone 30 days following the date of the notification. BRHP will request
that the family promptly furnish any letter or other HUD notice concerning verification of the family’s
income. If the family fails to respond, BRHP will request that HUD send another letter to the family.
After an additional 30 days, BRHP will send another letter to the family scheduling an interview to
complete IRS forms 4506 and 8821. If the family does not cooperate with the income discrepancy
process, the family’s participation may be terminated.
FAMILY ABSENCE FROM THE UNIT
The family may be absent from the unit for brief periods. Absence from the unit is defined as no family
member residing in the unit for more than 30 days. If the family is going to be absent from the unit and
wishes to retain its voucher, the family must make a written request in advance for such absence to be
approved in advance by BRHP. The family must also submit written approval from the landlord for the
absence. In the case of family absence, assistance payments are terminated and the family is
responsible for the full contract rent. The family may not be absent from the unit for a period of more
than 180 days during a 12 month period in any circumstances or for any reason. If the family is absent
from the unit for more than 180 days, the family will be terminated from the program. The family will be
eligible to re-apply for the program when the waiting list is opened.
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FAMILY BREAK UP
In the case of family break up, BRHP has the discretion to decide which members of an assisted family
will continue to receive the housing assistance. The factors to be considered may include: whether the
assistance should remain with family members remaining in the original assisted unit; the interest of
minor children or of ill, elderly or disabled family members; and whether family members are forced to
leave the unit as a result of actual or threatened physical violence against family members by a spouse
or other member of the household.
If a court determines the disposition of property between members of the assisted family in a divorce or
separation under the settlement or judicial decree, BRHP will follow the court’s determination of which
family members continue to receive assistance in the program.
All cases of family break up must be documented and verified. Acceptable documents include separation
papers, divorce papers, and abandonment papers.
RENT INCREASES
At all times during the assisted tenancy, the rent to the landlord may not exceed the reasonable rent as
most recently determined by BRHP. BRHP will redetermine the reasonableness of the rent:
• Before any increase in the rent to the owner
• If there is a 5 percent decrease in the published FMR
• If directed by HUD.
Rent increases will not be approved unless the rent is reasonable; the unit is in decent, safe, and
sanitary condition; and the landlord is in compliance with the terms of the HAP contract and lease. The
Contract Rent may not be increased during the initial term of the lease. After the initial term, landlords
may request an increase at any time but must provide written notice of any proposed increase to the
family in accordance with the lease and any applicable state and local laws. The notice of a rent increase
is similar to a notice to terminate the lease, and must comply with the State and local laws relating to
the notice required to terminate a tenancy (See Landlord Termination Section). The landlord must
provide BRHP with 60 days written notice of a rent increase to the family.
Families who wish to move because of the owner’s rent increase, are required to give the owner proper
notice under the lease and notify BRHP at least thirty (30) days in advance.
UNDER HOUSED OR OVER HOUSED PARTICIPANTS
BRHP will upgrade a family's voucher to the appropriate bedroom size at the time of regular
recertification, move, rent increase, or interim recertification or if the family is under-housed.
Participants who are over-housed will be required to relinquish their voucher and will be issued a
voucher in the appropriate bedroom size at the time of recertification, move, rent increase, or at the
time of an interim recertification. After the initial term of a project based lease, an over-housed family
will be subject to a voucher adjustment and may be required to move to a smaller unit. Failure of the
family to report an over-housed situation may result in required repayment of the excess of subsidized
rent and/or termination from the Program.
FAMILY MOVES
The family's recertification date does not change when the family moves.
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If the family is in the initial 12 month lease term, the family must obtain a Mutual Rescission of the
Lease from the landlord in order to move. Unless there is a documented threat to health or safety, the
family may utilize the Mutual Rescission Procedure only once in a twelve-month period (See Tenant
Terminations of Tenancy – Terminations Section).
Families who move during the initial twenty-four (24) months of participation in the Baltimore Housing
Mobility Program are required to select a unit in an opportunity area. In the second year, however, the
voucher holder may apply to BRHP for a hardship exemption based on a change in family circumstances
that necessitates relocation to a non-opportunity area, such as a documented health condition of a
family member or the need of a family member to obtain housing closer to a place of employment,
education or training.
If the initial lease term has passed, the family must vacate the unit in compliance with the lease, provide
landlord with adequate notice, and provide BRHP with 30 days written notice (See Tenant Terminations
of Tenancy – Terminations Section). Provided all obligations have been met, the family will be issued a
voucher to lease a new unit. The voucher number will remain the same, unless the bedroom size has
changed. The voucher term and extensions will apply as stated above.
The verified family composition, income, assets and expenses that are in effect at the time of the move
request will be used when calculating the family’s Total Tenant Payment (“TTP”) for the new unit. A
special recertification of the family income and composition is not required for the purpose of the move.
At any time, BRHP may deny permission to move due to the following:
• If the family does not notify BRHP and the owner before the family moves out of the unit or
terminates the lease;
• If the family has not reimbursed a PHA for any amounts paid to a landlord under a HAP Contract;
• If the family breaches an agreement with a PHA to pay amounts owed to a PHA;
• If the family does not allow BRHP and landlord to inspect/repair the unit at a reasonable time
during the day and after reasonable notice;
• If the family is responsible for an HQS breach caused by the family;
• If the family commits any serious or repeated violations of the lease, including any drug related
criminal or violent criminal activity (the family must promptly give BRHP a copy of any landlord
eviction notice);
• If the family owes a PHA money for any reason;
• If BRHP does not have sufficient funding for continued assistance; or
• Any other HUD allowed reason.
TERMINATIONS
Landlord Terminations of the Lease
The landlord may terminate the lease for lease violations at any time. The landlord may terminate the
lease for any other reason after the period of the initial lease in accordance with the lease provisions
and with appropriate notice as set forth below.
The landlord must follow state and local laws in giving termination notice to the family, and must
provide BRHP a copy of the termination notice immediately.
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Maryland Code, Real Property Sec.8 208 (a) (5) and Sec. 8 501 and Sec. 8 402 states: The length of notice
from landlord to tenant to terminate the tenancy as required by state law is as follows: In the case of
tenancies from year to year, notice in writing must be given at least three months before the end of the
current year of the tenancy. Baltimore City law requires the landlord to give at least 60 days written
notice before the end of the year, month, or week when the tenant is to leave.
The landlord may give a written 30-day breach of lease notice that states the alleged cause, anytime
during the tenancy. In Baltimore City, the notice must be given before the end of the week or month
that the landlord wants the tenant to leave. Outside of Baltimore City, the landlord can give an
immediate written 30-day breach notice.
An owner may evict the resident from the unit by instituting a court action and for one of the following
reasons:
• Serious violation (including but not limited to failure to pay rent or other amounts due under the
lease) or repeated violation of the terms and conditions of the lease;
• Violation of Federal, State or local law which imposes obligations on the resident in connection
with the occupancy or use of the dwelling unit and surrounding premises; or
• Other good cause, which includes but is not limited to:
o The tenant’s failure to accept the offer of a new lease in accordance with HUD
regulations;
o A history of disturbances of neighbors or destruction of property;
o Living or housekeeping habits resulting in damage to the unit or property;
o Criminal activity by family members involving crimes of physical violence to persons or
property;
o A business or economic reason; or
o The owner’s desire to utilize the unit for personal or family use.
During the term of the lease the landlord may not terminate the tenancy of the family for nonpayment
of the BRHP housing assistance payment.
Tenant Terminations of the Lease
The family may not terminate the lease in the first term of the lease unless a mutual rescission is signed
by both the landlord and the family. The family must give the proper move notice to the landlord, per
the lease and State and local laws.
Maryland Code, Real Property Sec. 8.208 (a) (5) and Sec. 8.501 and Public Local Laws of Baltimore City,
Sec. 9.16 state: A tenant occupying a dwelling for a term of one year and wishing to terminate the
tenancy must give the landlord 30 days’ written notice before the end of the rental period. The family
must provide BRHP a 30-day written notice to move. However, BRHP may issue a family a voucher
before receiving the 30-day written notice to move.
Termination of the HAP Contract
BRHP may terminate the HAP contract for the following reasons, which are not exclusive:
• When a family vacates the unit either in violation of the lease or by mutual agreement with the
landlord before termination of the lease/contract;
• The lease is terminated by the landlord or the family;
• The landlord will not renew the HAP contract or extend the current lease;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The sole participant dies;
There has been no HAP for 180 days;
BRHP terminates assistance for the family;
There is a HAP contract violation (such as not maintaining HQS);
There is any fraud or bribery or other corrupt or criminal act in connection with Federal housing
programs;
The Landlord has a history or practice of failing to terminate tenancy of tenants of assisted units
for activity by the tenant, any member of the household, a guest or another person under the
control of any member of the household that:
a) Threatens the right to peaceful enjoyment of the premises by other residents;
b) Threatens the health or safety of other residents, or employees of the PHA or BRHP, or
of owner employees or other persons engaged in management of the housing;
c) Threatens the health or safety of, or the right to peaceful enjoyment of their residences,
by persons residing in the immediate vicinity of the premises; or,
d) Commits drug related criminal activity or violent criminal activity;
Engaging in any drug related criminal activity or any violent criminal activity; or
Any failure to comply with mortgage insurance/loan program regulations, or bribery or other
corrupt or criminal act in connection with the program (only for projects with mortgages insured
or loans made from HUD).

BRHP Program Terminations
Termination of assistance by BRHP of a program participant may include any or all of the following
actions:
• Refusing to enter into a HAP contract or approve a lease;
• Terminating housing assistance payments under an outstanding HAP contract; or refusing to
process or provide assistance under portability procedures.
• The family is guilty of program abuse or fraud in any Federal Housing Assistance program;
• The family has not reimbursed BRHP for amounts paid to an owner under a HAP contract for
rent, damages to the unit, or other amounts owed by the family under the lease, or if the family
breaches an agreement with BRHP to pay amounts owed to BRHP;
• Any household member refuses to sign or submit consent forms;
• Any family member commits serious or repeated lease violation(s), For example, non-payment
of rent is considered a serious lease violation;
• The family is evicted from the program for serious or repeated lease violation(s);
• Any family member or guest damages the unit;
• Any family member is subject to a lifetime registration requirement under a state sex offender
registration program;
• No Housing Assistance Payment has been paid on the family’s behalf for six months, or 180
days;
• The family does not report an increase of income or change of family composition within 10
days;
• The family has appropriate household members who do not provide their Social Security
information and documentation within the time required and specified by BRHP;
• The family does not comply with HQS;
• Any family member violates any family obligations under the program;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any member of the family commits fraud, bribery or any other corrupt or criminal act in
connection with any federal housing program;
The family currently owes rent or other amounts to BRHP or to another PHA in connection with
Section 8 or public housing assistance under the 1937 Act;
Any household member engages in drug related or violent criminal activity;
Any household member is convicted of manufacturing or producing methamphetamine on the
premises of the assisted unit;
Illegal use of a controlled substance by any family member;
Alcohol abuse by any family member;
Any family member does not establish citizenship or eligible immigration status;
The family engages in or threatens abusive or violent behavior toward BRHP personnel;
Any household member illegally possesses weapons; or Any other HUD allowed reason.

BRHP may impose, as a condition of continued assistance for other family members, a requirement that
the family members who participated in or were culpable for the action or failure will not ever reside in
the unit.
In any case where BRHP decides to terminate assistance to the family, BRHP will give both the family
and the owner a 30-day written termination notice which states:
• Reasons for the termination;
• Effective date of the termination;
• Family's right to request an informal hearing; and
• Family's responsibility to pay the full rent to the owner if they remain in the assisted unit after
the termination effective date.
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4. HOUSING QUALITY STANDARDS INSPECTIONS

GENERAL PROVISIONS
BRHP performs Housing Quality Standards (HQS) inspections to ensure that landlords maintain dwellings
at no less than the standards required by HUD’s HQS and all applicable local requirements. Participants
must allow landlords and BRHP, and landlords must allow BRHP, to conduct inspections of their units at
reasonable times and after reasonable notice. Participants who do not cooperate with the scheduling
and do not attend an inspection may be terminated from the Program. Participants must allow the
landlord to make repairs to the unit to meet HQS standards. If the participant does not allow the
landlord to make required repairs to the unit, the participant may be terminated from the Program.
Landlords and participants must maintain the unit in accordance with Housing Quality Standards, other
HUD regulations, and any other requirement established by BRHP. Failure to do so could result in abated
HAP payment, termination of the HAP contract, or termination of program assistance.
The Baltimore Housing Mobility Program utilizes units in several counties. BRHP recognizes that each
PHA in a particular county may have differing HQS procedures. BRHP inspection procedures address
these differences and delineate how BRHP will manage the differing inspection standards. BRHP retains
the right to perform inspections in all areas of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program jurisdictions in
the manner determined most efficient and cost effective by BRHP.
INITIAL INSPECTIONS
When a participant submits an RTA and before any unit is approved under the Program, BRHP requires,
at a minimum, unit compliance with the Section 8 Housing Quality Standards (HQS). Units must pass
inspection prior to execution of the lease and HAP contract.
The landlord and/or his/her agent are encouraged to be present at the initial inspection and are
required to allow access to the unit. Provided the unit passes HQS inspection and the rent has been
determined by BRHP to be reasonable, the landlord and participant may enter into the Lease on the day
the unit passes HQS inspection.
Inspections may only be rescheduled once.
The participant and landlord will be advised if the unit fails HQS. The landlord will be given 20 calendar
days to correct any violations. The date of reinspection will be assigned on the date of the first
inspection. If the unit fails HQS a second time, the unit will not be considered suitable for the participant
and the participant must locate another unit. The participant will then be eligible to submit a RTA for a
different unit.
PERIODIC REINSPECTIONS
BRHP uses a Risk-Based inspection process in order to ensure that the highest housing quality standards
are maintained and that BRHP resources are utilized in an efficient and effective manner. BRHP will
attempt to inspect all units under contract in accordance with its housing quality standards at least once
every two (2) years.
Homeownership units are not subject to biennial inspections. Rental units, which have met inspection
standards consistently, may be inspected on a two year schedule (a minimum of one inspection every 25
months). Rental units, which do not have such a track record, will be inspected on a more frequent
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basis. BRHP reserves the right to set and modify the inspection schedule for each unit. Special
inspections may be scheduled at any time at BRHP’s discretion.
The landlord and/or participant, or an adult (age 18 or over) representative of the landlord or
participant, must be present at the inspection so that the Inspector may gain access to the unit. If the
participant does not attend the inspection and does not make arrangements for the Inspector to gain
access to the unit, the participant may be terminated from the Program. If the participant indicates
appropriate extenuating circumstances, a second inspection may be scheduled at the discretion of
BRHP.
The Inspection Office schedules inspection appointments. Appointments will be changed or rescheduled
only once and only if the participant has a very good reason such as an emergency situation. The reason
for the emergency must be documented.
If the unit fails to meet HQS, an inspection will occur in 20 calendar days. If the failed items are of an
emergency nature, the landlord or tenant must repair the items within 24 hours. If the unit fails the reinspection, one of the following actions will occur:
• The rent to owner will be abated or the contract cancelled (owner caused fails)
• The participant will be terminated from the program (participant caused fails)
Pursuant to HABC’s MTW authority, BRHP may expand its risk-based inspection process, allowing
owners and families to self-certify that non-emergency items identified as “fail” during an HQS
inspection have been repaired. Only units located in the allowable areas will be eligible for the program.
The fail items must be minor and determined to be non-emergency to be eligible for self-certification.
The self-certification process will require the owner and tenant family to certify that the repairs have
been made. The process will include a rigorous quality control component.
COMPLAINT/SPECIAL INSPECTIONS
A participant or a landlord may request a Complaint Inspection. Complaint/special inspections have the
same requirements as Annual Inspections. Failure to comply with notices of violation resulting from
complaint/special inspections will result in sanctions as stated above for annual inspections.
QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTIONS
Quality control inspections will be performed for the number required by SEMAP. The inspection will
ascertain that each inspector is conducting accurate and complete inspections and to assure consistency
in application of HQS and BRHP requirements.
EMERGENCY FAIL ITEMS
An emergency item may include, but is not limited to:
• No electricity
• No running water
• Major plumbing leaks, flooding or sewer backup
• Natural gas leak or fumes from fuel burning appliances/equipment
• No heat as defined by the local code in the appropriate jurisdiction
• No fuel when heating equipment is powered by gas, oil or propane and heat is required to meet
local code in the unit’s jurisdiction
• No functioning toilet in the unit
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•
•
•

Any electrical fixture or equipment that smokes, sparks, or short circuits creating a fire hazard
Uninhabitable units due to fire, tornado, flood, hurricane, or destroyed/vandalized units that
prevent a tenant from using the bathroom or kitchen
Any life threatening condition as determined by the Inspector and approved by the Inspector’s
Supervisor.

If the unit fails HQS because the owner is responsible for the noncompliance and the owner does not
make corrections within the allotted 20 calendar days or 24 hours, the HAP contract will be abated
and/or terminated by the end of the month following failure to comply with BRHP notices. Abatement
may be retroactive to the date the unit initially failed the HQS inspection.
If the unit does not meet HQS requirements because of an action on the part of the tenant and the
actions are not corrected within the allotted 20 calendar days or 24 hours, BRHP will process the tenant
for termination of assistance.
LEAD BASED PAINT
At a minimum, BRHP will comply with HUD requirements 24 CFR Part 35, Subpart M, Tenant Based
Rental Assistance. Compliance with State and local law will apply as described in 24 CFR Part 35, Subpart
B, Section 35.150(b).
EXTENSIONS
The landlord may request repair time frame extensions. Requests must be in writing and must
demonstrate need for extension (e.g. weather delays, construction delays). Extensions will not be given
for failures that are a threat to health and safety. Extensions will be granted at the sole discretion of
BRHP.
Participants may only request extensions if the landlord approves the extension in writing.
RENT ABATEMENT AND CONTRACT TERMINATIONS FOR HQS VIOLATIONS
BRHP will send the owner advance written notification, in accordance with the HAP contract, when
BRHP plans to abate payments. BRHP will also notify the family of this action and inform the family of its
responsibility, based on applicable State or local law, for the payment of the tenant share of rent to the
owner. When an owner fails to correct cited repairs within the specified time frame, housing assistance
payments will be abated at the end of the month in which the failed reinspection occurred, and will
continue until the earlier of when:
• The owner corrects the deficiencies as documented by an BRHP inspection, in which case the
housing assistance payments may be resumed as of the date of the passed inspection; or
• The HAP contract expires or is terminated.
BRHP will not resume HAP payments until the owner has corrected the deficiencies.
BRHP will terminate HAP contracts that are under abatement the earlier of:
• The month the family living in the unit has moved.
• Six months after the last payment was made. BRHP retains the right to terminate a HAP contract
at any time (See Contract Terminations Section).
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HAP contracts will be abated immediately, in cases of owner failure to repair life threatening conditions
within the required 24 hour time period. Immediate contract terminations may also occur.
FAMILY CAUSED HQS FAILURES
The family is responsible for a breach of the HQS that is caused by any of the following:
• The family fails to pay for any utilities that the landlord is not required to pay for, but which are
to be paid by the participant by the lease agreement;
• The family fails to provide and maintain any appliances that the landlord is not required to
provide, but which are to be provided by the participant lease agreement ; or
• Any member of the household or guest damages the dwelling unit or premises (damages
beyond ordinary wear and tear).If an HQS breach caused by the family is life threatening, the
family must correct the defect within 24 hours. For other family caused defects, the family must
correct the defect within no more than 20 calendar days.
If the family has caused a breach of the HQS, BRHP will take prompt and vigorous action to enforce the
family obligations. BRHP may terminate assistance for the family in accordance with HUD regulations.
LANDLORD AND UNIT NON-COMPLIANCE
BRHP reserves the right, at its discretion, to deny future units to be added to the program, deny or limit
rent increases, increase the frequency of inspections or take any other administrative action deemed
appropriate.
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5. COLLECTION PROCEDURES

PARTICIPANT REPAYMENT AGREEMENTS
If a participant owes money to BRHP, BRHP may require the participant to enter into a repayment
agreement or may require full repayment on demand. If the participant does not comply with the
repayment agreement, BRHP may terminate the participant from the program and may refer the debt to
a Collection Agency.
BRHP reserves the right to not enter into a repayment agreement at any time for unreported income or
willful fraud and may instead terminate the participant from the program.
BRHP reserves the right to charge the market interest rate on all repayment agreements. A down
payment of 30 percent of the total repayment agreement may be required from participants entering
into repayment agreements.
Repayment agreements will have a monthly payment schedule, based on the financial capabilities of the
family and the amount owed. The minimum monthly payment should be $25.00 and the maximum term
of a repayment agreement should not exceed 24 months.
A late payment of 30 days or longer is considered default of the repayment agreement.
BRHP reserves the right to turn repayment agreements over to an independent collection agency at any
time.
Failure to repay may result in termination from the program.
LANDLORDS
If it is determined that a landlord owes BRHP for overpayment of housing assistance payments, the
landlord will be notified in writing of the overpayment amount. If the landlord does not repay the
amount due, the HAP contract may be terminated and the landlord may be banned from the Program.
BRHP reserves the right to turn landlord debts into a collection agency. If the landlord has current HAP
contracts, amounts owed will be collected from amounts due under those contracts.
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6. PROJECT BASED ASSISTANCE

Unless stated below, facets of the Project Based Assistance (PBA) component of the Baltimore Housing
Mobility Program are the same as listed in other areas of this Administrative Plan.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The Thompson Settlement Agreement provides for project based vouchers to be used to contract with
owners of rental units in opportunity areas in the Baltimore region. The Project Based Assistance
component of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program is subject to the HUD regulations for project
based vouchers, except where provisions of the Thompson Settlement Agreement prevail and/or a
waiver has been approved pursuant to HABC’s MTW authority. The project based voucher program
enables BRHP to enter into a long term (up to 15 years) Housing Assistance Payments (HAP) contract
with a private owner for one or more rental units. These units must be occupied by eligible households
as determined by BRHP under the program regulations and the Plan.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The project based voucher component of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program is available to owners
of existing units and to owners who are constructing or rehabilitating rental property in selected areas
of the Baltimore Metropolitan Area. Owners sign a contract agreeing to lease a designated number of
their units to program eligible households, and subsidy funds are committed for those units for up to 15
years, subject to appropriations.
KEY ELEMENTS OF THE PROGRAM
Eligible units are located in opportunity census tracts as identified in the Thompson settlement. They
include most areas of Anne Arundel, Baltimore, Carroll, Harford, and Howard Counties and selected
areas in Baltimore City.
Payment standards, which are listed in Attachment A, are in effect. The gross rent may not exceed the
approved payment standard for the opportunity areas in which the unit is located. All rents must be
comparable with units in the surrounding community and must go through a standard rent
reasonableness evaluation. Allowable rents are determined at lease-up.
Assistance is available for up to 25% of the total units in an apartment community and for contiguous
row homes. Up to 100% of scattered site units (i.e. units in single family houses, duplexes, noncontiguous row houses, etc.) may receive project based subsidy.
The Project Based Assistance component of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program is targeting four
categories of properties, with the expectation that multiple project based housing opportunities are
developed/created in:
• Existing multifamily properties that may require moderate to substantial rehabilitation
• Existing single family row homes that may require moderate to substantial rehabilitation
• New construction of multifamily properties
• New construction or rehabilitation scattered site homes, including but not limited to single
family homes, duplexes, row homes, etc.
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The units developed are intended to be general occupancy units, with a mix of unit sizes ranging from 1
through 4 bedrooms, with a particular emphasis on units that contain 3 or more bedrooms.
Pre-qualified developers and property owners are eligible for recourse pre-development funding,
repayable to the Program if the project does not move forward, and subordinate secondary financing if
needed to ensure financial feasibility of the proposed development of residential units that will receive
the project based voucher subsidy.
BRHP reserves the right to consider and accept alternatives to the traditional mechanisms for project
basing units. These alternatives may include, but not be limited to, master lease agreements, security
deposit insurance mechanisms and guarantor agreements.
Selected projects cannot begin construction or rehabilitation until all post selection requirements are
met and BRHP and the owner(s) have executed an Agreement to enter into a Housing Assistance
Payment (AHAP). The AHAP stipulates the conditions under which the owner agrees to
construct/rehabilitate the units to be subsidized and under which BRHP agrees to subsidize the units
upon satisfactory completion of construction. An AHAP is not required if the average cost to rehabilitate
the proposed units is less than $1,000.00 per unit.
Developers whose units are accepted will sign a Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) contract for the
specified units for an initial term not to exceed the longest term permitted by law. Currently, the law
permits an initial term of up to 15 years. Contract renewal after the initial period may occur if mutually
agreeable to both BRHP or its successor and the owner, for such period (not exceeding 5 years for each
renewal or the longest permitted by law) as it is determined appropriate to expand housing
opportunities and to achieve long term affordability of the assisted housing. If the owner/developer
accepts additional subordinate financing from BRHP, BRHP reserves the right to condition such
additional assistance on the owner’s agreeing to an initial term that is for the longest period permitted
by law and to renewing the HAP contract when the initial term expires. All HAP contracts and contract
renewals are contingent upon the future availability of appropriated funds for the Housing Choice
Voucher Program.
Owners of multi-family properties may “float” their project based units when authorized by BRHP as
units become available.
To qualify for the project based vouchers and/or subordinate funding options available through the
Program, the developer/owner must agree to select families from the waiting list for the Baltimore
Housing Mobility Program. Developers and owners must adopt commercially reasonable, nondiscriminatory, written criteria for selecting among referred applicants. The tenant selection criteria
must be provided to and accepted by BRHP in consideration of the project based vouchers and
subordinate financing options.
BENEFITS TO OWNERS
Guaranteed Rent Payments: The owner is guaranteed the government’s share of rent payments under
the Section 8 program.
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Vacancy Loss Coverage: An owner may be entitled to up to a 60 days’ vacancy loss payment, in
accordance with HUD rules, if through no fault of the owner a unit was leased and became vacant and
not subsequently re-leased.
A Tenant Pool of Motivated and Prepared Applicants: BRHP will provide landlords with referrals of
eligible Baltimore Housing Mobility Program participants who have completed the BRHP family
readiness program. The landlord must select residents from among the applicants referred by BRHP.
Post Occupancy Support: BRHP’s housing counselors will provide ongoing support to both the family
and the landlord for two years after the initial move in. If issues develop that affect a family’s ability to
be successful in their new community, BRHP staff is available and can assist either the family or
landlords in resolving these issues.
Tenant Selection: BRHP will refer well prepared and counseled families to the owner for tenant
selection.
Incentive Fees: Subject to funding availability and BRHP’s discretion, owners of existing units may be
provided with an incentive fee based on the number of years agreed to in the HAP contract and the size
of the unit under contract. Subsequent re-leasing of that unit does not trigger an additional incentive
fee. The incentive fees are payable at initial lease execution and are as follows:
Incentive Fees
5 to 9 Year
Contract

10+ Year
Contract

1 Bedroom

$500

$750

2 Bedroom

$1200

$1750

3 Bedroom

$2000

$2850

4+ Bedroom

$2200

$3300

Unit Size

Length of Contract
The minimum contract term for “existing” unit contracts is five (5) years.
The minimum contract term for “rehabilitated” and “new” units is 15 years.
The maximum initial term for all project based unit types is 15 years.
Project based HAP contracts may be extended for terms not less than one (1) year and not more than 15
years.
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR PROPERTIES UNDER THE PROGRAM
All participating property owners must comply with Federal, State and Local laws and regulations,
including all applicable Federal and local property requirements for housing vouchers, except where
otherwise noted in this Administrative Plan and/or as amended by the HABC MTW
Agreement and/or Annual Plan.
U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development Regulations Governing the Use of Project Based
Voucher Subsidy
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These regulations are located at 24 CFR Part 983, which are available at
www.hud.gov/offices/pih/regs/fedreg.cfm
Lead Based Paint regulations.
Property owners with rental properties constructed prior to 1978 must register with the
Maryland Department of the Environment Rental Property Lead Poisoning Prevention Program.
Information about this program can be found at:
http://www.mde.state.md.us/Programs/LandPrograms/LeadCoordination/index.asp.
The federal regulations related to Lead Paint can be found at: http://www.hud.gov/offices/lead/.
Housing Quality Standards
Prior to move in and periodically during occupancy by Baltimore Housing Mobility Program participants,
BRHP inspects rental units to assure that these units are and remain at acceptable levels.
Failure of the unit to meet Housing Quality Standards (HQS) will prevent BRHP from entering into a HAP
contract with the property owner/agent. Those units already occupied by Baltimore Housing Mobility
Program participants that fail inspection will lead to the suspension of HAP payments to the landlord
and authorization for the tenant to move to an HQS compliant unit.
Inspections are scheduled and both the landlord and tenant are notified by mail of the inspection date.
Failure by the inspector to gain entry to the unit will be considered a failed inspection. Owners are
encouraged to have a representative present for the inspection, but owner participation is not required.
PROJECT BASED VOUCHER PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
BRHP will be responsible for administering the contract, inspecting the units at least every 25 months,
and adjusting rents based on rent reasonableness tests. When the initial tenants move out after living in
the unit at least 12 months, and are Program compliant, BRHP must offer the family continued
assistance in the form of a voucher or comparable aid and BRHP will refer other families to the owner to
fill the vacancy.
ONGOING MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE
The owner provides all standard maintenance and management functions, including reporting required
by HUD. Owners are required to have written tenant selection policies, provide rejected applicants
written notice of the reasons for rejections, and to provide to BRHP copies of all tenant termination
notices. BRHP can provide sample tenant selection policies and form letters for applicant rejections.
PROJECT BASED ASSISTANCE PROGRAM RFQ
Throughout the year, BRHP may release a Request for Qualifications Announcing Availability of Project
Based vouchers, Pre-Development Funding and Below Market Permanent Funding to Support the
Provision of Affordable Dwelling Units. The RFQ will be available on BRHP’s web site at www.brhp.org
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7. HOMEOWNERSHIP PROGRAM

GENERAL
BRHP’s homeownership program offers two different types of assistance: homeownership with second
mortgage assistance and regular homeownership assistance.
OVERVIEW OF SECOND MORTGAGE HOMEOWNERSHIP PROGRAMS
The Thompson Partial Consent Decree stipulated (to the extent practicable, lawful, feasible and
affordable), the creation of homeownership units in opportunity areas identified in the Partial Consent
Decree (the “Homeownership Demonstration Program” or “HDP”). BRHP is operating the HDP under a
Homeownership Plan consisting of two parts:
• Direct Homeownership second mortgage program
• Section 8 Direct Homeownership second mortgage program
HUD has approved the Direct Homeownership second mortgage program and the Section 8 Direct
Homeownership second mortgage program, and both programs are underway. They are capped at
55 vouchers, funded by HABC from its regular voucher funds.
BRHP may, from time to time, make changes to the HDP. These program modifications will be proposed
as amendments to this Administrative Plan.
DIRECT PURCHASE SECOND MORTGAGE PROGRAM
The direct purchase second mortgage program is for applicants with incomes of no less than $18,000
per year. Participants in this initiative do not receive a Section 8 homeownership voucher. If a family is
determined to have financial need for voucher assistance, the family will participate in the Section 8
direct purchase program. A soft second mortgage of HOPE VI funds is available through this program.
Participants in the direct purchase program who experience hardship paying their mortgage due to
serious illness, disability, long term unemployment or other hardships that jeopardize housing stability
or may lead to foreclosure may be enrolled into the Section 8 Direct Homeownership Program. The
Direct Purchase Participant must meet with the BRHP Homeownership Counselor; agree to develop a
plan to correct the current conditions and meet all Section 8 Direct Homeownership Program
requirements, excluding the requirement to be a first time homebuyer.
SECTION 8 DIRECT HOMEOWNERSHIP SECOND MORTGAGE PROGRAM
The Section 8 Direct Homeownership Second Mortgage Program allows very low income residents to
achieve homeownership in opportunity areas using a Section 8 homeownership voucher and a HOPE VI
funded soft second mortgage averaging $80,000. At commencement of monthly homeownership
assistance payments for the family, the adult members of a non-disabled family who will own the home
must meet collectively a minimum non-welfare annual income requirement that is not less than the
Federal minimum hourly wage multiplied by 2,000 hours. In addition to meeting the income
requirement, one or more adult members of the family who will own the home must be employed on a
full-time basis (an average of 30 hours per week) and have been continuously employed for the year
prior to the beginning of homeownership assistance. For a disabled family (a family whose head, spouse
or sole member is a person with disabilities), the adult members who will own the home must have an
annual income that is not less than the monthly Federal Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefit for
an individual living alone multiplied by 12.
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Families determined by BRHP to be eligible and who select the Section 8 Direct Purchase Program will be
reviewed by BRHP regarding their readiness for this program. Families that currently meet the
qualifications set forth in 24 CFR 982 regarding participation in the Section 8 homeownership voucher
program and who have acceptable credit histories will be offered an opportunity to participate in the
Section 8 Direct Homeownership Program. BRHP will assist families in qualifying for a first mortgage
from either a BRHP pre-qualified private lender or another lender of their choice, choosing a real estate
agent, choosing a home, negotiating a contract to purchase the home, having the home inspected, and
closing on the first and second mortgages. BRHP will also provide support on homeownership issues
during the homeowner’s first year in the home.
REMEDIAL HOMEOWNERSHIP VOUCHER PROGRAM
Up to five percent (5%) of the annual allocation of Thompson vouchers (PCD Leased and Remedial) may
be designated for the regular homeownership program. Except for the value of the monthly ongoing
housing assistance (HAP), no other financial support will be provided by the Program. These units are
not included as a part of the 55 homeownership vouchers provided from HABC Non-Thompson vouchers
through the Section 8 Direct Homeownership second mortgage program.
PROGRAM ELIGIBLITY
BRHP will determine applicants’ eligibility for the Homeownership Programs, per the pertinent Sections
of this Plan.
PROGRAM COUNSELING
Participants in the homeownership program must complete a pre-purchase workshop from a HUD
approved housing counseling agency and participate and complete all other counseling requirements, as
defined by BRHP.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Homeownership Program will use homeownership vouchers and/or second mortgages in addition
to assist those who qualify for a mortgage but have a very low or extremely low income. At
commencement of monthly homeownership assistance payments for the family, the adult members of a
non-disabled family who will own the home must meet collectively a minimum non-welfare annual
income requirement that is not less than the Federal minimum hourly wage multiplied by 2,000 hours.
In addition to meeting the income requirement, one or more adult members of the family who will own
the home must be employed on a full time basis (an average of 30 hours per week) and have been
continuously employed for the year prior to the beginning of homeownership assistance. For a disabled
family (a family whose head, spouse or sole member is a person with disabilities), the adult members
who will own the home must have an annual income that is not less than the monthly Federal
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefit for an individual living alone multiplied by 12.
Additional Program Provisions:
• All homeownership units must be located in opportunity areas
• Project based units that are a part of a lease purchase program may be approved
• Adjustable rate mortgages are prohibited
• Balloon loans are prohibited
o For participants in the Second Mortgage Homeownership Program the second mortgage
loan will not be considered a balloon loan for the purposes of this section; and
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o

The first $20,000 of the loan is reduced by 20% each year from year six to year ten until
a maximum reduction of $20,000 is reached, as defined in the second mortgage loan
documents

ELIGIBLE PROPERTIES
To be eligible for Homeownership Program, a home must be located in an opportunity area.
Additionally, an eligible home must have a sale price that equals no more than the maximum affordable
sale price as determined by BRHP. The homes must pass inspection by a registered home inspector to
be chosen by the homebuyer, require no buyer performed work to pass inspection and meet HUD
Housing Quality Standards (HQS).
ELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS
The category of persons eligible to participate in the Direct Homeownership second mortgage program
and the Section 8 Direct Homeownership second mortgage program are all families displaced or
relocated from developments that were demolished in preparation for the HOPE VI developments, all
families who lived in public housing between January 31, 1995 and April 17, 1996 (if they can verify
residence) and all families residing in public housing at any time from April 17, 1996 to present. In
addition, families who were on HABC’s waiting list for public housing or a Section 8 voucher as of August
1, 2002 who were grandfathered into the HDP by agreement with Plaintiffs’ counsel are eligible for the
direct purchase program.
Participation in the remedial homeownership voucher program is available to families with children
currently participating in the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program who meet all of the homeownership
program requirements, and who have first lived in an opportunity area for at least 24 consecutive
months and rented through the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program.
FINANCING THE HOME PURCHASE
Purchasers participating in the Section 8 Direct Homeownership Program will have two loans: a first
mortgage based upon the purchaser’s income and the HUD Housing Choice Voucher Payment Standard
less qualified expenses and a second mortgage funded from HOPE VI.
Participants in both the Direct Purchase and the Section 8 Direct Homeownership Program will receive
second mortgages funded with HOPE VI funds. The second mortgages will be calculated by summing all
the acquisition costs, including closing costs and home warranty, and subtracting from that figure the
amount of the first mortgage for which the homebuyer qualifies.
A total of $20,000 of the second mortgage will be forgiven at an annual rate of 20 percent per year
beginning in the sixth year, so that at the end of the 10 year, a maximum of $20,000 will be forgiven.
Thus, a homeowner with an $80,000 second mortgage after closing will have a remaining balance of
$60,000 at the end of the 10 year. This remaining balance will remain as a mortgage during the term of
ownership. However, no interest or principal payments will be required as long as the family resides in
the home or until the first mortgage is refinanced. In the event of refinancing, payment is due on the
second mortgage to the extent of equity withdrawal and the HOPE VI mortgage must remain in second
position. The home must also remain as the primary residence of the homeowner. If the home is leased
or sold, the remaining balance is due and payable to BRHP.
In the Regular Homeownership Voucher Program, participants may have one (1) or two (2) loans. In the
single loan model, the participant will apply for a loan from a lender who will either count the HAP as
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income (gross up model) or count the HAP as an additional mortgage payment (offset model). In the
two mortgage model, the participant qualifies for a first mortgage based upon the borrower’s income
and standard lending and underwriting requirements and then qualifies for a second mortgage, using
the HAP as the resource for the monthly payments.
YEAR 16 FUND
When homeowners who receive a Section 8 homeownership voucher pay back the subordinate
mortgage loan upon sale or transfer of the property, the funds will become program income and will be
placed in the Year 16 Loan Fund. The purpose of this fund is to provide mortgage assistance when the
Section 8 subsidy terminates at the end of 15 years. The fund will be administered by BRHP or a
contractor selected by the BRHP. If a homeowner reaches the end of the 15 year Section 8 subsidy, and
BRHP determines that the homeowner cannot afford the first mortgage without the Section 8 subsidy or
cannot afford to make the payments of refinancing the remaining principle balance, then BRHP may
make a loan in an amount that allows the homeowner to remain in the home. The loan will bear no
interest and will be due upon sale or transfer of the property.
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8. INFORMAL REVIEW AND HEARING POLICY

INFORMAL REVIEWS
Applicants will receive written notice notifying them that they have been denied from the Program and
the reason(s) why. The notice will also advise the applicants of their right to an informal review. An
applicant must request an informal review in writing within 14 calendar days of the date of the denial
notice.
An informal review will be scheduled in a reasonable amount of time from the date of the request from
the applicant. If the applicant does not request a review in accordance with the policy, then the
disposition of the denial will become final.
Upon the written request of the applicant or BRHP, the review may be postponed and rescheduled to
the next available regularly scheduled review date. A review may be postponed once. If the applicant
fails to appear at the second scheduled review, the disposition of the denial will become final. An
applicant may request an informal review for the following determinations:
• Denial of eligibility
• Listing on the waiting list maintained by BRHP
• Issuance of a voucher
• Participation in any of the components of the Baltimore Housing Mobility Program
• Denial of a hardship exception requested by a family in the second year of participation due to a
change in circumstances necessitating relocation to a non-opportunity area.
Informal reviews will not be granted to applicants who dispute the following actions:
• Denial of a preference
• The number of bedrooms entered on the voucher
• A determination that a unit does not meet or comply with Housing Quality Standards
• A determination that a proposed lease is unacceptable
• A decision not to approve a request for an extension of the term of the voucher
• General policy issues or class grievances
Any informal reviews requested as a result of a denial of participation by BRHP on the basis that the
family’s name is not included in the documentation provided by HABC for the eligibility/preference
category claimed by the family will be conducted by BRHP.
INFORMAL HEARINGS
Participants will receive a written notice notifying them that they will be terminated from the Baltimore
Housing Mobility Program and the reason(s) why. The notice will also advise the participant of their right
to an informal hearing, that the participant must request the informal hearing in writing within 14
calendar days of the date of the termination notice and where the notice should be sent.
An informal hearing will be scheduled in a reasonable amount of time from the date of the request for
an informal hearing. If the participant does not request a hearing in accordance with the policy, then the
disposition of the termination will become final.
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Upon the written request of the participant or BRHP, the hearing may be postponed and rescheduled to
the next available regularly scheduled hearing date. A hearing may be postponed once. If the participant
fails to appear at the second scheduled hearing, the disposition of the Termination will become final.
Families will be provided an opportunity for an Informal Hearing to consider decisions with respect to
the family’s individual circumstance, in the following situations:
• Determination of the family’s annual or adjusted income, and the use of such income to
compute the housing assistance payment.
• Determination of the appropriate utility allowance (if any) for tenant paid utilities from BRHP’s
utility allowance schedule.
• Determination of the family unit size under the PHA subsidy standards.
• Determination that a program family is residing in a unit with a larger number of bedrooms than
appropriate for the family unit size under the PHA subsidy standards, or BRHP’s determination
to deny the family request for an exception from the standards.
• Determination to terminate or deny assistance for a participant family because of the family’s
action or failure to act.
• Determination to terminate assistance because the participant family has been absent from the
assisted unit for longer than the maximum period permitted under BRHP policy and HUD rules.
An opportunity for an Informal Hearing is not required for the following decisions:
• Discretionary administrative determinations, general policy issues, or class grievances.
• Determination that an assisted housing unit does not meet program HQS, has not been
maintained by the owner to those same standards, in order to meet decent, safe, and sanitary
guideline interpretations. This provision includes consideration for changes in family
composition.
• A determination to exercise or not to exercise any right or remedy against the landlord under
the provisions of the HAP contract including the termination of the HAP.
• Determination not to extend or suspend the term of the voucher.
• Establishment of BRHP schedule of utility allowances for families in the program.
• Determination not to approve a unit or lease.
• Determination of the number of bedrooms stipulated on the voucher.
CONDUCTING THE REVIEW/HEARING
The review/hearing will be conducted by a person designated by BRHP (Review/Hearing Officer), who
did not make the initial decision to deny the applicant or cancel the participant, or is not the
subordinate of that person.
During the review/hearing, BRHP and the applicant/participant may have present all witnesses and
potential witnesses in the matter, and those persons shall be permitted to observe the entire hearing.
The applicant/participant will be afforded a fair review/hearing provided the basic safeguards of due
process, which shall include:
• The opportunity to examine before the review/hearing, and at the expense of the
applicant/participant, to copy all documents, records and regulations of BRHP that are relevant
to the review/hearing. Any document not so made available after the request of the
applicant/participant will not be relied on by BRHP at the review/hearing.
• The right to be represented by counsel or other person selected as a representative.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

The right to a private review/hearing unless the applicant/participant requests a public
review/hearing.
BRHP and the applicant/family have the right to present evidence and arguments in support of
their positions; to controvert evidence relied on by the other party; and to cross examine all
witnesses on whose testimony or information they rely.
A decision based solely and exclusively upon the facts presented at the review/hearing.
Evidence may be considered without regard to admissibility under the rules of evidence
applicable to judicial proceedings.
The applicant/participant must give BRHP the opportunity to examine, at BRHP offices, before
the review/hearing, any applicant/participant documents that are directly related to the
review/hearing. BRHP must be allowed to copy any such documents. If the applicant/participant
does not make the document available to BRHP upon request, the applicant/participant may not
rely on that document in the review/hearing.
The Review/Hearing Officer will consider only those issues presented in the original notice, and
will not consider new issues or evidence of which the participant had no notice.

The Review/Hearing Officer will, within ten working days, give a final written decision to the
applicant/participant and BRHP stating briefly the reasons for the decision. Factual determinations
relating to the individual circumstances of the family shall be based on a preponderance of the evidence
presented at the review/hearing. The decision will be mailed to the applicant/participant at the address
the applicant/participant has on file with BRHP.
If the applicant/participant or BRHP fails to appear at the scheduled review/hearing, the Review/Hearing
Officer may make a determination that the party has waived his right to a hearing. Both BRHP and the
applicant/participant shall be notified in writing of the determination by the Review/Hearing Officer.
The review/hearing will be conducted informally by the Review/Hearing Officer. The Review/Hearing
Officer shall require BRHP, the applicant/participant, counsel, and other participants or spectators to
conduct themselves in an orderly fashion. Failure to comply with the directions of the Review/Hearing
Officer to maintain order may result in exclusion from the proceedings or in a decision adverse to the
interest of the disorderly party and granting or denial of the relief sought, as appropriate.
APPLICABILITY OF REVIEW/HEARING DECISION
BRHP is not bound by an Informal Review or a Hearing decision concerning:
• A matter for which BRHP is not required to provide an opportunity for an informal
review/hearing.
• A matter that exceeds the authority of the person conducting the review/hearing under these
hearing procedures.
• A determination that is contrary to HUD regulations, requirements, and state, federal or local
law.
If BRHP should determine it is not bound by such a review/hearing decision, it will promptly notify the
family of the decision in writing and of the reasons for the determination. In these cases, BRHP may
allow the family the opportunity to request another review/hearing.
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9. FRAUD POLICY

ALLEGATIONS OF POSSIBLE ABUSE AND FRAUD
All information regarding allegations of possible abuse and fraud will be documented and placed in the
applicant/participant file. All allegations, complaints and tips will be evaluated to determine if follow up
is warranted.
BRHP will conduct any necessary follow up investigation, which may include:
• Credit Bureau Inquiries
• Verification of Credit
• Employers and Ex Employers
• Neighbors/Witnesses
• Other Agencies, i.e. Social Services
• Public Records, i.e. real estate, marriage, divorce, judgments, court or police records, state wage
records, utility records, postal records, motor vehicle records.
• Applicant/Participant family interviews.
CORRECTIVE ACTION OR TERMINATION ACTION
BRHP will determine if the applicant/family should be denied/terminated based on the supporting
documents, or if other corrective action should occur, i.e. repayment agreement.
DISPOSITION OF CASES
In all cases involving monies owed, the BRHP Executive Director may elect one or more of the following
actions:
• Refer the case to the local or State District Attorney, notify HUD's Office of Inspector General,
and terminate rental assistance.
• Terminate assistance and demand payment of restitution in full.
• Terminate assistance and execute a repayment agreement in accordance with the BRHP
Repayment Procedure.
• Terminate assistance and pursue restitution through civil litigation, and/or refer the case to a
Collection Agency.
• Continue assistance at the correct rent and demand repayment of restitution in full.
• Continue assistance at the correct rent and execute a repayment agreement in accordance with
BRHP's Repayment Procedure.
NOTIFICATION TO APPLICANT/PARTICIPANT
BRHP will notify the applicant/participant in writing. The notice will include:
• The action being taken.
• The reason for the action.
• The date the action will take place.
• The participant's right to an informal review/hearing, and the form and date by which the
request for such review/hearing must be received.
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